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The University
Departments Handle
Mock BUdget Cut
.'
~.
* +
VOLUME XI, NUMBER 10
by Bud Humphrey
After being referred to as fNery-
thing from "a means to Justify
(one's) exlstenoe" to "a' hatchet
job on ourselves," the 85% zero-
based budget exercise· mandated
by the State Board of Education
early last month passed from the
hands of the department chairmen
to the deans of the schools last"
week. The deans are scheduled to
submit plans of operation for 85,
90 and 95 percent of this year's
budget in a hypothetical 1980
academic year by this Friday. To
the university president and vice-
presidents.
Dr. John Swartley, State Board
member, said because' of a pre-
vious budget exercise the Board
had'determined that 85% of this
year's budget was "minimum;'
subslstence for the state-support-
ed institutions of higher learning.
Arbiter T
Dwight Jensen"
Journalist, Author
Senatorial Aspirant
by Pat Whitaker
ARBITER: What kinds of things
do you think you can help change
In federal government?
JENSEN: When you talk about
cutting spending and fighting
Inflation, people always say "yes,
but what are you going to cut?"
Rather than come up with a
panacea, you haveto make a lot of
very difficult decisions. One of
thoseWouldbe on the public works
bill which' he [senator McClure]
voted for. I think that Iam more
willing to vote against the port
barrel than he Is. I think that
philosophically we have a very
deep difference on ....ilat segment
of the economy, what segment of
society you help; We both,for
example, see a need to encourage
Investment, but he. wants to
encourage Investment among the
major Investors, the wealthy and
the big corporations, and my point
of view Is that those people are
going to Invest anyway, because If
you're interested In making a lot of -
money, Investmant .is the'easlest
way; The people who really need
encouragement and help are -the
low and middle Incomepoople,
who parhapS viould like to Invest .
'. . but are not able to save any
money to do so, because they're
paying to taxes to make up- fOr the
tax .breaks that the wealthy are
getting.
CONTINUED PAGE 6
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Money! Money! Money! The theme of the dollar appear S everywhere In
this year of the taxpayer revolt and of local and state'. elections
throughout the nation. Accompanying this theme, the question of
Inadequate funding for education taxes Idaho's students,faculty,~
administrators who currently wrestle with Inadequate funds and who
ca.r look torwardto the probability of even fewer dottar s should the 1%
Initiative pass. The University Ai:blter ,in this Issue, continues In Its
attempt to provide Its readers with Infor mation concerning, the
candidates and the Issuesthat are going to affect the futur e, especially as
it pertains to education as BSU. "
TD
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George Hansen
2nq,Dist.. Incumbent
Contil'essman
by Mike Hughes
_ARBITER: Why are all the
candidates saying the same thing
, this year?
HANSEN: I think they've
sounded alike In the last 2 or 3
elections, really. I think there Is a
sense that the public wants some
reform on taxes, some cuts In
spending. .
CONTINUED PAGE 3
James McClure
Incumbent Senator
by Chuck Bufe
ARBITER: You've gotten' a . '
reputation as a strong advocate of
nuclear power. Why are you so In
. favor of that particular form of
energy production?
McCLURE:" First of all, I think
we have to be In favor of ~I energy
sources. We have energy needs
which can't be met unless we
dfNelop all of them. I guess that
one of the reasons I've been
focusing on nuclear Is that I see us
beginning to lag' .•.. I think that
large hydro proj~s (In Idaho) are
, . not any ansWer for us.. thE! people
In two counties (Ada, -canybnand
Smore -C. B.) were given the
opportunity. to vote on a coal fired
plant, and they turned that down.
Tha result Is that; In Idaho, we're
looking at a more and more
restricted'. group of alternatives.
For the nation, as well as Idaho, I
think that nuclear technology and
nuclear.polNElrare attractive alter- .
natives •••
CONTINUED PAGE 7
M
"It's easy," he addeO, ·'to say, what we did, we got a chance to
'this department doesn't need all bend the ear of some of the people
the money It's getting.' With this who normally just hanp us man-.'
kind of program, they can prove dates and dlrectlves ... we've
they do very simply, If In fact they brought the attention level up a
do need all the money they're couple of notches." . .
getting." The English .Department went
As Swartley further noted, some aoout the exercise extremely re-
departments reacted to the exer- lunctantly, according to Dr. Tom
clse as a threat. The department of Brooks, chalrman of the depart-
Societal and Urban Studies, ao- ment's faculty affairs committee
cording to 'chairman Dr. Martin which handled the exercise within
Schaeffer, "sat on the thing" In the department. "Even with 100
protest until Tuesday. "We were per cent of the 78-79 levels we'd
kind of opposed tc the Idea of stili be losing ground," he said.
Involving ourselves In the exer- , "We could .llve with it, but we'd
else," he said. "It seemed to put hate It. .. There were some instruo-
us on opposite ends of the teeter- tors. who felt we were doing' a
tetter with the administration." . hatchet job on ourselves."
The department did submit Its If the English departmenfhad to
exercise, though not before' 'play- operate one year from now on 85%
'Ing a little confrontation politics... of this year's buiJget, Brooks said,
we talked to (Arts and Schlences - It might have to cut 32 sections per
DeanWilllam)Keppler,andltwas CONTINUED PAGE' 25
useful for .both 'sides. By doing
Stan, Kress
2nd,Dist.COl;Pressswnat t,'hallenger
by Mike Hughes me, It's given my campaign a
ARBITER: We've been talking chance to counter the Impression
about the' differences between created by my opponent the last
running. for office as an unknown time around that Stan Kress was a
and what a difference there Is this .puppet of the big Eastern money
time around,You mentioned that Interests and the big labor unions.
you have been able to spend more Instead people this year can see
time on the Issues. What are the that I'm basically a middle-of-the-
concerns of the people· of the road type of person . . . I've also
Second District? picked up support from areas
where I didn't have It before; like
KRESS: In terms of response business and farmers . . .
and the influence that's had on CONTINUED PAGE 2
....
D~Iir~fDl"'E',.W'=~:~~~,,~nou~r::·~~y=~~~. 'U "I.5l.i\i. WI' ,I available, for nursing programs energy would be In the research
_-:- __ -.., -:-_. and studies but doesn't tell thatJ1e and development arm rather than
voted against them. How can he additional use of breeder reactors
In good conscience say one thing across the rountry until we have
after havlngwted the other way? . .those problems solved.
Now as for, areas to make cuts,
there's no easy answers to that ARBITER: As to the problems of
question. Ithink we just have to transporting the waste, do you see
put some perimeters around our any potential for abuse by govern-
spending, we have to say that ment agencies who would most
we're going to balance the budget likely bear theload for providing
by 1981or whatever year we pick security?
and we have to make the, good
hard, tough decisions to keep KRESS: Well, I do see some
things in line so that we can do problems with transporting the
that by that time. waste and where do we take Itto ..
. I don't think the problemsare so
serious that we should shut the
door and ,say no more nuclear
power. We should also begin to
get behind the effort to look at
alternative kinds of energy, solar,
and wind,low-head hydro and all
the others. .
ARBITER:'Vllhat kind of action
does Stan Kress propose to halt
the flight of capital from this
country?
KRESS: There's a definite
problem that wayl All you have to
do Is look at the decline In the
dollar. last year our balance of
trade showed a 24 billion dollar
deficit. If we stay on that course
for long America isn't going to be
the economic stabilizing force In
the world that it is now. TIle
dollar's shakiness shows that we
. have to develop better programs to
keep the. dollars here at home.
we've got to Implement more
,programs to promote sales of our
goods to our allies and watch for
'any Imbalances that exist between
them and us.
5S s
STAN'KRESS
personal and campaign IIves,but
I've tried not to get Into the middle
of that, It would just start a
mudslinging contest and I'd prefer
to talk about the Issues.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
ARBITER: Within this new
support, what are people con-
cerned about? '
KRESS: Well, they're concerned
that he [George Hansen] seems to
be a sloganeerlng politician rather
than an effective, hardworking'
congressman. There was a report
that Just came out in the Twin
Falls newspaper where a consum-
er group did an In-depth analysis
of twelve congroosrnen and sena-
.tors, Hansen being one of the
ones they chose, and t~ pictured
'him as somebody who spends
most of his time flying around the
country sloganeering his ultra
rlQht concepts, but having a very
poor attendance record In his
committee, meetings, having a
hard time getting his bills passed;
In fact he's never had a bill get
past the entire legislative body.
People see that and also see the
way he's handled himself and his
ARBITER: ~ere would you see
the priorities In terms of eliminat-
ing the federal waste that every-
one says is there? .
KRESS: I often wonder If maybe
we sometimes get our priorities
out of balance, Is It more impor-
tant to spend two billion dollars
building a &;1 bomber or would It
be better spending that t\NObillion
training peopleso that they can
get jobs and stay off welfare by
securing effective employment?
I There's no easy answer and I do
think we need a strong defense
system and need to stay militarily
. prepared, but we also need to
: provide an atmosphere where
people have a chance to get ahead
,7' • I'm always amazed when my
i
I
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I•. What .a surprise for Christmas! Diamond, ruby and
emerald butterflies for someone special!
a. Earrings, pair, $265 b. Pendant, $125 '
Both in 14 karat yellow ana white gold.
Open:
~ m~-~l'JS4' ~ . . ........ --!::l":1~:;C:; ~:; =~:.:~::'::'7:'_~,!
Zales and Friends make wishes come truel
Z LES
The Diamond Store
Hillcrest Plaza
Shopping Ccintor10 am.- 9 pm, weakclays
10am-6pm, Saturday
12n -5 pm, Sunday
~_ t1W'Vni~~nityAr:biter' 'W~dDi8day,'November-l,1978-~
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ARBITER: So would a Congress-
man Kress bewilling to give some
assurances to people traditionally
affected by government cuts,
those being social agencies, that
thooeeuts wouldn't corne? Would
you bemore apt to look Into cuts In
'those largely unaffected areas of
contracts, construction and de-
fense projects?
KRESS: I'd be willing to look at
the areas of ,social services for
waste but some people want to
look only there .. .
ARBITER: You've been quoted
, as saying you support nuclear
development for Idaho. .coutd you
elaborate on that In light of the
fact that nuclear - power,' In a .
widespread national energy policy
stlilhas serious problems?
KRESS: There are stili problems
with nuclear energy and I reoog-
riizethose. The major problem, of
course is waste disposal, I'm not
as much concerned about .the
argument as to Whether Ws safe;·'
think It Is ·in terms of the,
day-to-day operations of. the.
plants. I do recognize that on the
disposal problem we do,not have. "
CONTINUED' PAGE 9
, 'Reduce Spending
& Cut Taxes!
~BEBNKE.
REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 15 REPUBLICAN
This is the first time Bernie Rakozy has
run for an elective office. What prompted
him to do it? "I have watched, with in-
creasing frustration as our taxes spiral
upward, fueled by excessive spending and
inefficiency in state government. We
mus~ reduce unnecessary spending" ap-
portion state funds on a more business-
.lik~basis, then tackle the job of balancing
and reducing the tax load we're paying."
Vote November 7th
Rakozy Ior Representative Committee, Ellen 0, Glaisyerand '
Jim Kaufman Cc-CbairperaonstT. J. Johnson.Treasurer. '
you have to deal with it more
sternly then I see no reason not to
outlaw it.
HANSEN: No, I think you'.re
dealing with an entirely different
situation, tobacco is harmful to
your health, we label it such, you
know, I think that you could
probably label alcohol, to a degree
the same way because there's:.. '
uh . . . a potential problem.
ARBITER: Great, but where we
run into the problem is when we
talk about the federal intervention
in drug and alcohol control; one is
punitive, one Is moneymaking, SO
where does George Hansen re-
solve the ...
ARBITER: Well if ...
HANSEN: Now, marijuana, If
that's what you're talking about,
that's stili an unknown quantity
yet; you can get an argument on
either side of the fence . ...
House Dist. No. 2
Ceorge H,nsen
ARBITER: Tobacco is known to
1be harmful, yet Is used as a
ff revenue raiser by the government,
so how do we draw that line In
terms of . " .
HANSEN: Well, I've got no
problem with it, I don't use it!
remember how many parties are ARBITER: So you support efforts
Involved when you talk about to"put certain smokers behind bars
.frOOdom. You have to consider the or do you think cigarette smokers
rights of various Individuals, on . should be locked up also?
abortion you have to consloer the '"
'rights of the mother, father and 1F======================fl
the third Individual although un-
named and unborn ...
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
ARBITER: In dealing with the
subject of cuts, where does George
Hansen stand, and where will
those cuts be made?-;-
HANSEN: Well, there are a
number of areas I feel are inappro-
priate for government to be in-
volved in. There are a lot of •
federal agencies that can be either
cut back or cut out. One of the pet
ones I've been picking on Is the
OCCupational Health and Safety
Administration. Now, you say,
what do you do without OSHA?'
V\Ihefe dOworkers go, what do you
do WithOut these federal services?
Really; all we're talking about with
OSHA Is federal control of health
and safety programs, because
there has been, health and safety
programs for years and, '1 think,
[thOse have been] very productive
In terms of 'cutting down on
statistics of •.. safety problems
and health problems ; .•
ARBITER:' ,Do yOu have some
statistics you can cite on that?
HANSEN: You bet I ,The
statIstics Show, that since OSHA
came In there's been no apprecia-
ble Improvement in health and
safety conditions In the workplace.
Businessmen are not afraid of
OSHA,' they just don't like them,
, they're an Irritant and cost them a
lot of money. They're afraid of the
'Insurance companles. You see,'
It's the Insurance Illdustry that.
really produces the health and
safety climate In this country. '
ARBITER: . sO for the worker with
a safety problem on tha job, he
. should sea his Insurance adjustor?
HANSEN: No
• normally they're going to see him.
They are not going to pay claims if
they can prevent It. Plus the
Insurance companies provide In-
centive 'plans to businessmen In
compliance with safety standards
and they'll give him a low rate
whereas the government doesn't
HANSEN: Well there's punltlves
involved in alcohol too, I mean you
get out here and you take a little
too much of it and you're out here
on the highway ... yeah there's
punltlves ...
CONTINUED PAGE 8
have an Incant va program, t s a
punitive program, they corne In,
they line you up, they say you
gotta have your coat rack pegs just
so far apart, all these compliance
~alis Ulat have nothing to do
with health and safety and even if
the guy is running a safe shop
they're In there to harasS hJm.
They're more concerned with the' ARBlTER: let's focus on the
details of the environment than .area of drug laws, which are
they are with the health aIld safety primarily punitive ..
Itself.
HANSEN: Well I think laws
ARBITER: Where doe'.! George should certainly be made· so that
Hansen see the need for govern- . the punishment fits the crime, but
ment Intervention Into the mar1<et- when you get down to the various
place and economy.? . aspects, first of all, I think that
anything that's known to bI3
HANSEN: I think that where It harmful to people, even from the'
Cannot be designed that private first dose. on,that piobabJy, at
devices can't be usOO to k61'..p . least, there ought to be at least a
things In line and then, of course, ' severe warning on the Item so that
you have to step In, you have to people know what they're taking
have pOlice protection, fire proteo- or If It Is Indeed so unknown, aIld
tlon, military protectleH:1,this kind maybe potentially harmful that
of thing. There's a number of
..places where government Is cer-
tainly In order. People recognize
the need for government, they
respect government .but When' It
gets so burdensome and so busy-
body that It's Into every aspect of
their lives, thsn It gets repulslvel
ARBITER: While Io't'e'reon the
subject, of burdensome govern-
ment, how do you Justify your
longstanding defenae of the laws
. In this country that place punitive
sanctions on peroonaI froodom
issues such· as the drug laws,
restrictions on abortIons or any of
the other restrictions on primarily
personal actions? What place
does government have here?
HANSEN: I think you have to
the
l\\lA\Il2I~ltif()IU IE
.Now Open
415 S.Ninth
Lounge/Discotheque
Man thru Fri' 5 to ]
'Sat 7 to 1
The toughest job
you '8 ever love . i'J
J,
•,
Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers are people pretty much like you.
People with committment and skills who have assessed their lives and
decided there must be more to life than just holding down a job .
The problems that our volunteers deal with overseas and here at home
aren't new. Such as the cycle of poverty that traps one generation after
another because they're too busy holding on to get ahead. The debilita-
ting effects of malnutrition and disease. Education that's either too little
or none. Skills that are lacking, and the means to get them too.
Your college training qualifies you to handle more of these. problems
than you might think. Such as teaching nutrition and health practices.
Organizing communities to work on problems ranging from neighbor-
hood stop signs to utility rates and tax reforms. Advising small busines-
ses. Introducing new agricultural techniques. Building classrooms and
roads, or working on reforestation programs. The number of jobs to do
is nearly as great as the ntimber of volunteers who have served since
1961: Over 150,000.
The pay is nothing to write home about, but there's one thing
we CAN promise you. There will
be plenty to. write home about.
See our representatives for details INFORMATION: Nov. 7,
on· current andfuture openings. .SUB'· 9:30-4:00 .
.ArfSupply,
IDAHO'S LARGEST
DEA.LER
Featuring ~Qjoi Dt~nds:
Grumbacher Crescent 'Cardboard
Winsor Newton Kohrinoor
Permanent Pigments Strathmore
Sculpture House Chart Pak
Bienfang Liquitex
Speedball Bee Paper
X-Acto Pickett
Testrite Ulano
EoerhardFaber A·W-Faber
D'arches Clearprint
Pentalic Osmlreld
820 W.Jefferson 343-2564 Mon-sat 9-5:30
_._----.............--
INTERVIEWS:· Nov. 8..
9:00-5:00, Career
& Financial Service«
Office.
SPECIAL FILM
AND'SEMlNAR:
Nov. 7. noon, SUB
Clearwaier RooDI
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by Chuck Bufe
LAW 'N' ORDER: The trial of
former FBI Director L Patrick
Gray and two of his top aides took
a bizarre tum last Friday. Gray,
Edward Miller, and fv1ark Felt are
ch..'1rged with ordering breakins,
mail-openings, and wiretaps while
the FBI .was pursuing Weather
Underground fugitives in the early
'70s. A UPI story in last
Saturday's Statesman revealed
that attorneys for the three were
filing motions for dismissal of
charges on the grounds that FBI
officials had destroyed documents
bearing on the case, document!>
which might have proved their
innocence. Sure, the FBI is going
to destroy evidence which would
prove the Innocenceof three of its
own, sure ...
If the charges against the three
are dismissed on those grounds, it
Door,an alternative newspaper, tions incurred. during pursuit of
and the firebombing of the vehl- the Weather Underground, a "ter-
cles of several of The Door's staff rorlst" group. lhereason seems
members. Emphasis should be plain - Bell (and the Carter
placed on the f~ that these Administration) wants to throw a
a::tivities were directed almost . bone to those outraged by the
exclusively against nonviolent FBI's activities, and at the same
time arouse as much public sym-
pathy as possible for those in-
dicted. That reasoning fils in
neatly with Bell's denunciations of
atempts .to outlaw the use of
informers against non-violent p0-
litical groups by the FBI.
SIDE NOTE: Griffin Bell may be
of extraterrestrial origin. Specula-
tion on that possibility has in-
creased drastically in the wake of
the Attorney General's recent
comment that the American legal
• system is stacked against the rich.
~
Dack In,The U.S.S.A.
would be a fitting conclusion to
this sick charage. During the late
'60s and early '70s the FBI
conducted a massive campaign,
known asCOl NTELPRO, to sup-
press dissent. Its tactics included
the use of Informers and agents
provocateur to disrupt civil rights
and anti-war groups; it also en-
gaged in widespread wiretapping
and mall opening to gather Infor-
mation which could be used in its
campaign of harrassment. The
FBI, however, was also responsi-
ble tor some much ugli~ things
than those outlined above: : it
conducted several hundred burg-
laries of offices of the Socialist
Workers Party, asmaJl, nonviolent
political party, during the '60s and
'70s, an activity which supposedly
ceased last year; it planned th£'
Chicago Police raid which resulted
in the murders of Black Panthers
Fred Hampton and Mark Clark -
the Chicago Police fired over 200
shots in the raid, the Panthers
fired one shot - Hampton had
been drugged with barbituates by
an Fal informer prior to the raid .
and was shot to death as he lay
comatose in his bed; the FBI also
supplied cash, firearms,and ex-
plosives to members of the MI-
nutemen, a right-wing terrorist
group, inSan Diego - the Min-
utemen were responsible for,
among other things, the shooting
of anti-war activist Paula Tharpe,
the bombing of the office of The
groups operating within the law.
Rather than prosecute the legions
of FBI oftlclals responsible for
those violations of tile law, Attor-
nw General Griffin Bell, wealthy
habitue of exclusive all-white
ctubs, chose to prosecute a mere
handful of those responsible. And
they're being charged with viola-
··f
Our$500 Our$900
CLAIM JUMPER PAYDIRTSPECIAL
Scott A·U6 Amplifier JVC JA-S4I Amplifier
BSR SA·ISO Tumtable JVC JL·A20 Turntable
Bolivar ISh Speakers JVC SK·IOOO Spea~ers
NOW $32995 reg. $8$!J.9S NOW $69995
... ~ fur PORTABlES & TV's - CAR STEREO GOlD RUSH ,,,.. rrrn su .... ,,
~GlI MINERS NUGGETS
JVCPorlabl BtW ftG 00 Mandie&G-WattPOW!, MualllO Min. eaaHtte Buy 3. 0a11 FREE
.aun~ e rs ·~.UO ~(~~~;/~lIJhlt" '99.95 Ind.FREECaM
~'!{~I~ -1.99
Our '89" Ant -44 OJ::
Cartridce' .. 1ll' .lnI
~;~HtldPhor.es -4.99
IUndic Deluxe
~M~diOS -39.95
Hanimulilultiband
Portables
tq '"95
. lye 110 3050 3 In.
~~t.ft..,'u,"'. -219.00
Ive AM/FU Camlle-Rec.
~1~J~I~. TV 1,-269.00
!!eIV'~'Cc>IOl rs .369.00
!~CI~'~'~or" -499.00
-69.95
~
SERVING THE NORTHWEST··
OPEN 7DA YS A WEEK TO SERVE YOU BETTFR.-MS4_.
4--The UniversityArbiter . WedDesday, November 1, 1978
ALL THENEWSTHATFITS: The
Statesman recently "quoted" my
letter to the editor, printed in the.
October 4 Arbiter. The Statesman
stated that I had written that
students did not want to pay "$40
to $50 a semester for a pavilion. I'
Vllhat I actually wrote was that:
"What all of the surveys have
shown is that BSU students want a
pavlllon, but are not willing to pay
$40 or $50 per semester for it."
As nearly anyone who has been
"quoted" in The Statesman would
probably agree., it's not surprising
that they mutilated my statement.
Stili, you'd think that it wouldn't
beall that hard to copy words from
a printed page.
Wax Tadpoles
(CPS) - The Coca Cola Company
begantrying to get the right to sell
its beverage in China immediately
after President Nixon's first visit
to the mainland In 1972. Now that
is has finally won that rIght, .the
firm's plant. have not been going
. according to projections.
The American School Board Jour-
nal· reports the huge, Atlanta-
based company met a surprising
fallure In its first substantial
marketing effort in the Peop1e's
Republic of China. The reason for
the fallure became clear, though,
when it was discovered the words
"Coca cola, It when literally trans-
lated into Chinese Characters,
turned out to mean "Female horse
fattened with wax," or, variously,
"bite the wax tadpole. It .
Stephen 1-f.5elekof CLU
705 North Eighth ®
P.O. Box 1637·. E'::
Boise, Idaho 83701 .....
Phone: (208) 342-6551
TSA-A.WAY
TO·GET PAID
FOR. SAVING
MONEY.
Sounds incredible, butlt's true
for employees of eligible
nonprofit organizations and'pub-
lic schools.
On your tax form, you can
exclude from gross 'taxable
11'lalme, money you Invest in a
tax-sheltered annuity.
In other words, by· saving
money towards.your retirement,
. you save on taxes. Like getting
paid to save.
For details, justcaJl or write.
CDnncctIait MUlUIII.Jfe -"'" ,-~
ry.el/lue ChIp Compony.Slnceflf6
·._ .••. ,,,.c.... .'~
Federal Highway Commission sta-
tistics, Kowitz noted. "The babies
of today are the workers and
taxpayers of tomorrow." If they
are eliminated, he asked, "Who
will be around to pay our Social
abortions should be provided tree. Securlty?"
should donate money to ttat According to Heffernan, that Is
service." "an absurd argument ... Vllhat
But Mary Heffernan, campaign ,about the lost productivity of a
manager for the opposition group, mother's being unable to work? I
Taxpayers for Choice, said the think there are a lot of problems
issue is' much more than a flnan- with our Social Security. system,
clal one. "The initiative is a but the answer is not to force one
powerful emotional red herring for class of women to bear children."
the whole right-wing 5wlng. It is ' Taxpayers for Choice has raised
antl- minority and anti-social ser- about $75,000 to be spent on
vices. It goesway beyond abortion' television and radio advertising
rights. But these people wouldn't and state canvassing. The Yes-on-
be concerned about their taxes if 7 Committee has less than $30 000
they weren't opposed to abor- but It clalrns more support.' A
tlon.' spokesperson noted that· the goal
Her group contends that most of collecting 36,000 signatures to
Oregonians are not opposed to get on the ballot was met in 36
abortion. She said a poll for the hours, and there were 30,000 extra
organization Indicated that 80 signatur6§.
percent favor public funding for According to the Taxpayers for
abortions to save the mother's life Choice poll, the voters are split,
and for other extenuating circum- with about 15 percent undecided.
stances. Both camps hope media cam-
Both sides, however, have specu- palgns will pull In the undecided
lated on how much - In dollars and votes, but they concede the out-
cents - a life is worth. Taxpayers come will be close.
for Choice claims that If "highcost
7" wins, taxpayers will have to
pay eight times more for social
. services providing prenatal care
and delivery for women on wel-
fare. Heffernan. citing. the state
fiscal impact statement On Prop 7,
said Implementing the initiative
will cost $4 million a year - more
than 'current expenditures for
state-funded abortions.
"It does cost more to carry a baby
to term," Kowitz. acknowledges.
'However, he has computed a
different set of figures: The $4
million figure is "short-sighted,"
he said. ". A one-year-old will
contribute$1QO,OOOto society In
his 'or her lifetime, according to
Abortion Referendum
(PNS) - In the first election of its
kind, Oregoniar.s will decide next
month whether to completely elim-
inate state funding of abortions. •
If the measure, Proposition 7,
passes women whose lives are
endangered by pregnancy or those
Who become pregnant as a result
of rape or incest, would not be
eligible for state-funded aoortlons.
In addition, the measure would
cut off state money for "programs
or servlceSwpromoting abortion."
Thus, It could bar the University
of Oregon from teaching abortion
procedures to medical students
and from ccnductlng prenatal
screening for genetic defects.
Depending on the measure's inter-
pretation, counselors at state-fun-
ded family planning ", facilities
might not be permitted to discuss
abortion as an. alternative to'
pregnancy.
Vllhlle 38 states already have cut
back on some funding for abor-
tions, the Oregon measure is the
most far-reaching to date. Also,
the controversy in Oregon is
unique in its emphasis on financial
arguments, even on assigning a
monetary value to the fetus.
According to Chris Kowitz of the
Yes-on-7 Committee, the measure'
is not an antl-abortlon initiative, it
is a "fiscal Issue with moral
overtones." Kowitz said it was
proposed to alleviate the tax'
burden on Oregonians who are
opposed to abortion. '
,"We do not feel it's the proper
function of state government to
.extract tax money from citizens
when such a large seqrnent of the
public believes abortion is
wrong," hesald, "Those'who feel
eattle
(PNS) SEAT.fLE-A sweeping
anti-gay rights initiative on the
upcoming Nov. 7 ballot Is the
hottest issue this city has seen In
some years. Both sides are now
predicting victory while the polls
show the _voting public almost
evenly divided, with some 30%
"undecided."
seattle's Initiative 13 seeks to
remove the city'S 1973 ordinance
which prohibits descrlmlnatlon in
housing andemployment·on the
basis of sexual onlentatlon. Unlike
Callfonia's Proposition 6, which is
limited to the iss~ of homeo-
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
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United For Idaho (UFI) Is a
pclitical committee funded by b:g
business to .provide campaign
funds to candidates who usually,
vote for legislation favoring big
business. For instance, during the
last legislative session, a tax bill
that would have shifted a $4
million tax burden from Idaho's
twenty largest corporations to'
Idaho's citizens had the support-
ing votes of twenty-two state
senators; nine of them received
campaign contributions from UFI,
including senator Lyle Cobbs,
R-Boise ($1500) and Senator
James Risch, R-Bolse ($1500).
Forty-four state representatives
voted In favor of the bill, twenty-
five of them on the UFI contnbu-
tion list, including Representa-
tives: Gwartney. Kennevick,
Ungricht, Harris, Gurnsey,
Reardon, Worthen, and Golder,
Republicans-Boise, who received
contributions totaling $6,250.
United For Idaho is active again
this election year, receiving contrl-
butions from, among others: .The
Bunker Hill Company, a subsidi-
ary of Gulf Oil, ($1500); J.R.Sim-
plot Co. ($1500); Idaho Power Co.
($1500); Potlatch Corp. ($1500);
Morrlson-K:1Udsen cc. ($1500);
FMC Corp. ($3000); and Idaho
Energy ResourcesCorp. ($1500).
From out-ot-state, UFI received
contributions from: Utah Power
and Light ($1500); Washington
Water Power ($3000); Callahan
Mining Corp. of Darien, Conecti-
cut ($350); and Asorco Employee
Political Action Committee of
Washington, D.c. ($450).
United For Idaho, in turn, has
contributed to candidates in the
Ada County area,including: Ron
Carter ($1500);Dan Emery ($500);
Bernie Rakozy ($500); James Gol-
der' ($250); Christopher Hooper
($250)( Kathleen "Kitty" Gurnsey
($500); tarry Harris ($500); James
Risch ($500); Jack Kennevick
($750); Wendy Ungrlcht ($750);
John Reardon ($750); J.M. Gwart-
ney ($750); FercLKoch ($250): and
Lyle Cobbs ($1,000).' .,
Cloning
Dr. William 'J. Keppler ,Dean ot the Schoo).ot Acls 'and
Sciences. will·lecture'on "Cloning" Wednesday"Nov. 1 at 8
pm In Ihe BSU Special Events Center. The public Is Invited
tl?the lecture whlcl1ls part of the BSU Fall Lecture series
sponsoeed by the Faculty Wives and Women and the
Programs Board. "
.Study Abroad
Students Interested 'In'applylng fQr BSU credit for studies
abroad In London, Cologne and Avlgnon durlnQ winter and
spr !~g terms should subn)lt applications by Nov. 1 and Feb:
1, the ear Iler the better: ." according to Dr. Penny
Schoonover. coordinator ..For further Information, contact
her In lJ.I, 212. 385-3508.
Announcements
esu announcements will be pr Inted In the Ar blter on a
wookly basis to Inform students. faculty, and statt about
Important dates and events. Departments or Individuals
who would like to submit mater Ial for the column should
submit It to the Information services of lice, Ad. 123.
385-1582, belore Thursday ot lil<lCh week.
Therapist Here
Noted author and human relations thoraplst Dr. Albert
Ellis will be a Boise State Friday, Nov. 10. to teach a
one-day cour se on amotionaJ adjustment.
Sign language
The next meeting at the BSU Sign Language Club will be
Nov. 1 at 7pm In the Minority Culture Center, 2256
University Dr Ive, All those Interested In the club are
Invited.
Campus Pol!ce'
The Ilclse City policeman on duty at BSU may be cOntacted
In the sue ollce at 385-1453or through the paging service
at the Physical Plant oltlce. 1409. During the evenings,
holidays and weekends, the campus police may be reilched
by calling police dlspatcl1 at m-6500.
legislative Internships
ThoSe Intoested In political science legislative Internships
tor the Idaho legislative Session beginning January, 1979.
should contact Dr. Donoghue, 1275 Brady St., :l85-339l.
ApplicanlB should be at least sophomoroo with good GP5.
and should have taken Political Science 101or 102. Deadline
lor application Is Nov. 8. A leglsl{llive Internship Includas
.llSl1lgnment 10 work with a stl\te legislator, dlrlng the
session (about 80 days).' A weel<ly seminar Is held with
legislative guests, and Interns are required to complete
some Bludyand writing.
I
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Advising Period
Pre-registration ad\'lslng 'perlod for continuing BSU
students who are enrolled lor Fall semester or who have
applied tor Spring semester udmlsslon will run Irom Nov.
6 tbroughNov. 17. Students requesting 8 or more credit
hou.rs will be required to see an advlsc.r.
1Percent
Following. an executive Board mooting' 01 the over
one-hundred member BSU Federational Teaches,
President Mike Zlrlns!<y announced tnat the organlZlltion
opposes the 1% InIllative to." the loll owing reasons: 1) It Is
IneqUitable; 2) It delays real lex ,reform; :n It Increases
taxes tor those who can least eford them; and 4) It rEiduces
the taxes oflarge coporatlons. .
Ski Passes
Bogus Basin passes will be sold to BSUsklers Nov. 8 In the
SUB lobby 9 am to 6 pm.
, Information for this space Is provided by the
Office. of Information services, Ad •. Bid.
Room1~. orphane ~15()2
t Ii
Construction Scholarships'
Dec, 1 Is the deadline for Construction Management
students to apply tor national Associated General.
Contractors of Arnertca, Inc.• (AGe) scholarShips. For
furthep Information and application forms. contact Norm
Dahm, Science 212 B. 385-1430,
Evening counsennc
, Evening counseling 19 now available to students facUlty
and stafl Mondays, Tuesdays. and Wednesd~Ys. F~
. appointments, call the .Counsellng Center, '385-1601.
JczzBond
Matrix Jazz band. Warnll!" Brothers recording artists. will·
perform Nilv. 7 at 8 pm In the Speccenter. Tickets wHI be
sold In the SUB Inlo. Booth at $4 students and $5 general
admission. .
Poet, Reads
American poet Will/am Stattord will appear In No". 1-2
programs of the Boise Readings Consortium series.
Stafford. professor ot literature at Lewis and Clark
College, Portland. will read at tne Boise Gallery of Art
Nov. 1and In the BSU Student Union Balsean Lounge Nov.
2. Both readings will begin at 8 pm,
Orchestra Concert
The BSU Orchestr .. open's its concert season Sunday, Nov.
5 at 8:15 pm In the Special Events Center. with Melvin L.
Shelton as conductor. Admission Is $2 adults and $1
students. BSU students, facuity and stafl. and senior
citizens Ildmltted free.
Emergency Services
St. Luke's Hospital. Boisa. has expanded Its emergency I
outpatient services SO that an emergency care physician Is
avalleble to see patients at all times of the day or night,
, seven days a week. For emergency assistance from the
hospital. located at 190 East Bannock, call 385-2344.
Open Veteran's Day
BSU will remain open on Veterans Day, Nov. 1'0. In
compensation for the last holiday, the university will bo
closed Nov. 23 and 24 for ThWlksglvlng and Dec. 22
through Dec, 27 for Christmas. '
Satellites Sought
The Interdisciplinary Studies In the Humanities Program
Is seeking team-taught satellite ~urse propOsals from
Interested facUlty tor tall 1979 and spring 1980. Proposals
should be submitted 10 the satellite selection oommltoo
Interdisciplinary Studies Office. LA 102, by Nov. 6. '
last Day For'Class Change
Monday. NOli.6, Is Ihelast day for changing cl8!lSschedules
or registration. Please Inform students In your classes or
who are your advlsees who are contemplating dropping,
lidding, auditing, changing to credit or withdraWing from
the·university 10 do so before the daadl/ne date.
Spanish Question
Or' .. Jerry. C, Joee,' assistant professor of Spanish' and
literature, will present his papllr "lHablll un Teatro
Franqulsta1" Nov. 9 at 4 pm In the"SUB Teton Room Jose
speaking In -the 1978-79 Colloquium and PedaQoglcai
progpam, will explore the question of whether or not
-under the ruleol Generalissimo Franco. a Spanish theatre
sprang up to progandlze his Ideas.
Peace Corps
Peace Corps and Vista rQcruller3 will be on campus Nov. 'r
from 9:30 to 4 pm In Iha SUB Info. Booth. Al noon,they will
show a mm In the Clearwater Room ot the. SUB. The
recruiters will conduct InterViews Nov. 8 from 9 am to 5
pm In th9('..areer and Flnancl.a1services Otfloo, Ad. 117•.' , " ,'" . :~~.,.' . '. - ,',
",TheUniversity Ar,birer ''WedneFl4ay, .1~()vember.l,~1978-5-
I'
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Senate:
/)wight Jensen
extent. I'm not in favor of setting
aside all 8 million acres (of the
area studied under the Forest
Services RARE II. survey) as
wilderness. I would vote, I'm
sure, for less than half of that.
Basically it comes down to the
fact that tie' is more likely to
support corporations and the al.
ready wealthy, and I'm more I!kely
to support laboring people, lower
and middle income people. '
CONTINUED F,ROM PAGE 1
On land and resources I tend to
be more in favor of, wilderness
areas than he [sen. McClure] is,
although he has expressed himself
as being In favor of them to some
ARBITER: How do you feel
about energy development In
Idaho?
JENSEN: Idaho's only natural
sources of energy are water ana
geothermal. Everything else has
,to be Imported .. We do have two
good potential sources beyond
that; one is the sun. I think that
solar power can be developed
much more than It is. With solar
power you have to concentrate on
developing It In small units,
individuals or small companies,
and not get lost thinking about
using satellites or covering Ari-
zona with mirrors, or In some way
generating huge quantities of
electricity and transmitting it over
the lines.. And Idaho also has
quite a good potential with wood.
There are 2(Ho 60 tons of waste
per acre in a lot of the forests of
the state wh~chcould be converted
I
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to energy, primarily by pulverizing
It and using it as furnace fuel,
(also) by turning it into alcohol,
and a very tiny percentage could
be used as firewood. I think that
we have to reduce our dependence
on petroleum. If we don't, the
problem will be solved for us.
We'll run out. Nuclear energy, we
should continue the research, but
it's highly problematical whether
that'll turn out to be economical,
and the safety factors are stili a
problem to be considered.
ARBITER: What are your
feelings on the Equal Rights
Amendment?
JENSEN: I favor ratification,
although I would not have voted
for the extension.
ARBITER: How are you dealing
with lack of recognition?
JENSEN: To the extent that that
can be changed, you have to
change that through advertising.
You have to go meet' people by
going door to door . . . You do
whatever you can-toput your name
before the public.
ARBITER: What type or neip ao
you have?
JENSEN: There are several
people who work as volunteers in
the office. I ordinarily campaign
by myself. " .
ARBITER: Why did you decide
to go into politics rather thar1stay
in journalism?
JENSEN: I've always oeen
interested in governmental activ-
ity . . . This year the suggestion
wasmade that I run, there were no
barriers in the way, there was an
incumbent who I thought should
-be removed, and I thought I had a
. chance to remove him so it was
worth a shot.
ARBITER: What do you think of
the Statesman's political cover-
age? '
JENSEN: Well, I'vedlrected
complaints to the Statesman ...
and they've published them. The
most recent complaints dealt with
whether they've given both candi-
dates in my rare an equal shot, •
and in some respects It didn't
seem that they were. -
/
ARBITER: What do you think ot
the television news' coverage?
JENSEN: Well, Icame to Boise
on June tst, 1961 ••. and was in
television most of the time until
November 1974. I' think that
.televlslon news Is getting better
now after hitting a nadir not too
.many years ago. I think that
television news really deteriorated
in the early 1970's. Television
always suffers from a lack of time;
which tends to push it towards
superficiality, and In the. early
'70's It was really losing the battle,
and becoming .more' and, more ' -
superficial as the effort was made
to make it more pictorial. People'
stopped worrying about the news
and about putting pictures on the
air. Now Ithink they're beginning
to be more concerned with the
essence of the news, and it's
improving, but Istili think It has a
long ways to go.
ARBITER: How do you feel
about growth in Idaho?
JENSEN: I like the Idaho that I
grew up In ... but the growths
going to continue for quite a while
because people want to leave so
many other' places and come to
Idaho. I think that local govern-
ment should be cognizant of the'
growth, and should make some
'decisions, particularly zoning de-
cisions, particularly zoning deci-
sions, that will tend to keep
growth within reasonable bounds.
I don't mean that you can control
the amount.of growth, but you can
control its impact within communi-
ties to some extent.
ARBITER: Do you support the
1% Initiative?
JENSEN: Of course that's not a
federal issue, but I will vote
against the 1% initiative because i
think that either one of two things
will happen: local government
and the schools will wind up short
of money, or else ... the tax will
be shifted either to a higher
property tax on farmers, or to a
sales tax which will especially hit
low and middle income groups.
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appeared. I think a judge has to be .
very, very careful about the non-
compliant witness . . . because I
think the net of the Fifth Amend-
ment is a .very fragile one; It's
subject to abuse, but It's also
subject to abuse If It's not re-
spected.
ARBITER: Yes, but you stili
have people sitting In jail right
now who have not been convicted,
or even charged, with any criminal
acts; they're sitting there simply
because they refused to testify.
ARBITER: S.1437 (revision of
the criminal code) contains a
section relaxing penalties for the
possession and use of marijuana.
Do you ' think that the federal
government really has a legitimate,
concern in what types of things
people Ingest?
McCLURE: Well, of course we
have. I don't know where we draw
the line. certainly there are social
, consequences to drug use • . . My
concemwlth the approach that
we've taken with marijuana Is first
of all, I am convinced, from
conversations I have had with
experts, that there is long term
physiological damage from long-
term use of marijuana; and If there
is physiological damage, society
has some Interest . . .
ARBITER: Don't you think that
the present laws are doing more
harm than good? To give you an
, example, in a lot of areas,say
Phoenix or Los Angeles, close to
half of all the criminal cases are'
drug cases. That takes away time
and resources which could be used
against violent crime.
CONTINUED PAGE 8
Senate:
JemegMcClure
into solar research, Would you be
in favor of increased funding for
solar research, and If so,ln which
areas?
McCLURE: First of all, we do not
now have the technology to make
solar a good alternative for the
generation of electricity. Solar
thermal plants . . . the costs are
very high. We ought to be doing
more than we have been doing,
and Improving their uses ...
We have appropriated quite a lot
of money In the bill which the
president vetoed, the public works
(bill), for large purchase of pholto-
voltaic cells, In, the expectation
that a large purchanewould Induce
mass production .•. At the same
time, I bellve that for water
heating and space heating, that's
right at the point of commercial
take-pelt,
more sense to go with low-head
hydro?
McCLURE: First of all, I think
that that expected life Is going to
be much longer. ;; that's what '
your design life Is, but remember
that the design life of many of our
hydros was 100 years, and that's
been much, much extended. So I
think that the design' life' of a
nuclear plant Is 'probably going to
be exceeded In actual operation.
Secondly, there's some .environ-
mental price you pay, even for
low-head hydro. For Instance,
how many people are ready to face '
low-head hydro on the Payette
River?
I'm not opposed to low-head
,hydro. That's one of the things
you put in the equation and you try
to balance it out.
, ARBITER: 'The amount of money
put into nuclear research has been
much greater than the amount Put '
McCLURE: You also have some
people sitting in jail, particularly
In Immigration cases, .wnere
.they're afraid the witness will
depart and there'll be no evidence.
I think it's a very dangerous
thing. It's hard to, make a
generalization, except to say that
It's a dangerous thing and ought to
.be sparlnglyused ... But I'm not
sure that we can legislate any
further In that field than we have
without either sayina there's no
tool at all to obtain evidence, (or)
on the other side no means at all to
protect the rights of the Individual.
----,""
CONTINUED FROM PAGE. I
ARBITER: But in Idaho we have
a tremendous potential for low-
head hydro power; the last esti-
mate I've seen was around 10,000
megawatts. The cost per mega-
watt of Installed capacity is rouqh-
Iy equivalent for low-head hydro,
coal-fired, and nuclear power
plants. Since nuclear power plants
have an expected life-time of only
35 or 40 years, wouldn't it make
ARBITER: Right now, a person
could theoretically be kept In jail
forever for reluslng to testify
before a grand jury. Would you be
in favor of reforming the grand
jury system so that the, govern-
ment could not jail noncornpllant
witnesses?
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McCLURE: Well, I. think the
people who are subpoenaed to
testify before a gr~d jury perhaps
have a duty to at least appear.
They have the opportunity to avail
• themselves of the right to remain
silent, if they wish, after they've
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Hansen illllllllllllllllUllIIlIlIIlIlIIlIIlIIlIlIlIlIIlIlIlIIlIIlIlIIUlIIIII. your longstanding support of nu-
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 clear power when we have the
p'roblem of storing the waste end
ARBITER: can you see room for trancportlng It along' with the
relaxed drug laws? problem of diminished civil liber-
ties attendant with these transport
ones?HANSEN: Alii can say Is that I
can see the reason for the different
handling. between marijuana and
liquor because of the fact that they
are two different Items and one Is
something that's 'been here and
known for a long time and there
are some ways we handle it that
probably are unsatisfactory and
ought to be handled differently'
and the other hasn't had that
much attention paid to it for some
time, hasn't been heard about that
much '...
HANSEN: ,I really don't see v.'hat
you're getting at there because we
have one of the biggest nuclear
Industries In the whole free wOrld
right here In Idaho . . •
ARBITER:
HANSEN:
biggest.
ARBITER: Let's focus on
reactors for lighting cities, once
you start putting ten or twelve
concentrated In a certain area,
you're going to have security
risks. With that, one can assume,
there's going to have to be
Increased amounts of security. ,
Research-wise . . •
Well, It's stili the
paranoid about one type of thing
but y'know If you really want to
worry about what can happen,
worry about your water supply
sometime. One person, get Into
that water supply, you talk about
security, can put a chemical In the
water and polson the whole cIty
and do a heck of a lot more
, damage than a reactor or anything
else you're talking about.
ARBITER: So to get, back on
track, we're talking about the
security risk Involved and the fact
that It's going to tSke more-police
activity.
HANSEN: I guess what I'm
saying Is that there Isn't one
development In society . . . that
Isn't a potential danger to a lot of
citizens. So what are we gonna do,
go back to the Stone Age, where
you could get beanedwith a stone?
ARBITER: So what do we do,
walt for a disaster before talking
about controls?
HANSEN: No, that's wtiy we
have this, big health and safety
HANSEN: Will I stand on my
It Isn't thetechnolo- record? Yesslr, one hundred ,percent! . '\"u
lure'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
f<¥:lIity over in Eastern Idaho for,
It's been studying. the stuff for
years and I can tell you that
nuclear po....er Is a heck of a lot
safer than a lot of forms of energy
that we're using. ' .
ARBITER: Except for the"
problem of transporting the waste.
HANSEN: ~ You could get an
argument over the Teton Dam or
the coal-fired plants and the harm
to the environment, there isn't a
form of energy,' even so called
solar energy, with the plates all
over the hillside, that doesn't
. damage the environment and
cause, problems In one way. or
another, eVerything you got Is a
problem. '
ARBITER: If it's so safe, how do
you explain 25 reactors on order In
1977,down to 2 In 1978? If people
aren't afraid, where's the paper to
back up this idea? Why are
utilities either halting construction
or delaying plans? It's becominga
low priority In numerous ut1llty
company scenarios. '
HANSEN: What's happened is
that they've, had so much delay
because of environmental extrem-
ists, various people • . .
ARBITER: People concerned
about the very thing We're talking
about, the storage and transfer ...
,HANSEN:
-----'---
<---------c:::
.-~ -.- ..-
ARBITER: Wly Isn't George
Hansen moving on.thls front and
looking for alternative sources of
power?
HANSEN: Well,my friend, Iam
moving because Idon't like to see
all of our energy eggs In one
basket. Wlere It's possible to use
coal, like In Wyoming, use It...
ARBITER: Even though there's
no Industry In Wyoming to use it
and they have' to transport It?
HANSEN: Well, that's all right.
ARBITER: And the expense '
involved using those federally
subsidized railroads?
HANSEN:' Ch, It's not necessar-
ily federal expense, there's a lot of
private Utilities ...
ARBITER: Will. you standon
your record as one of looking out
for the average guy? ,
gists who are worried about It, It's
the other people who. are causing
such a ruckus and causing a delay
and the costs go up and they get to
a point where they're looking for
'some other form so that they don't
have to put up with those kinds of
delay, It's not the ooergyJothat's
the problem, It's the delaY.llthat
are ...
law enforcement activities to make
sure that the offense doesn't
occur. (Earlier in the Interview,
McClure had stated that he "was
onot preparedto take that step" -
legalization .'0- because society
"has a rlg~tto protect" Itself'from
the "bad.consequence" of marl-
Juana uSe.),. ,
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o DISCO SYSTEMS .
o INTERCOM SYSTEMS
o OUTDOOR PA SYSJEMS
.... RENTALS.&LEASINGAVAiLABLE .'
DISCO Systems W/Lites as low as $159.95 mo.
211 No. 8th & Overland
Pam Shopping Center
Serving the Northli'est in 5 Slates
ARBITER: But In terms of
personal freedom of choice ...
HANSEN: Sure, but In terms of
personal freedom of choice you
have to balance it out in terms of
the harm to yourself and to society ,HANSEN: Let me get you b<¥:k
on track on one thing for a
moment. Y'know, you can be
8.-TheUniversity Arbiter 'o~edne8day, November 1, 1978
ARBITER: The
o
Senate just
passed the Kemp-Roth (tax) bill,
didn't It?
McCLURE: The Senate just
passed a modified version of It
I'm a co-sponsor of Kemp-Roth,
which was an outgrowth of Kemp-
McClure two years ago . . .
ARBITER: Under that bill,
doesn't the majority of the tax
relief go to people making over
. $50,000 a ;Year?
McCLURE: In the percentageof
their Income, it would be less to
the higher (Income brackets) ...
In terms of absolute dollars, it
would be higher to the higher
brackets ... But It Is an acrossthe
board tax cut which involves
individuals as well as corpora-
tions, which I think is the way it
ought to go ...
ARBITER: How do you Justify
European
Motors °lnc.
Soecializing in
v«. Porsche,
Audi,
'Repairs
& Sales
·W.'rethct Expettts'
Rudy Quanlo
qwner.Mgr.
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, ()n Oct. 3, four city police and an sacred and I would hate to be part be on the pusher or the guy who
FBI agent broke lnto the apart- CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 of anything that encourages the deals In large quantities. As for
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 ~t of City Clerk Wayne Ange- wasting of human life. In discus- the hard drugs, like heroin, I'm
sexual t~ers, Seattle's Inltla- vine, an openly gay candidate for ARBITER: When .'President slonson the neutron bomb and the against them, they're mlndblow-
tlve would allow all employers and City Council, and arrested his Carter calls for more competition B-1 bombers, I tend to say, 'hey ers that eat human life away but
landlords, whether private or 10'Jer,Dan Callahan, on suspicion at home, do you see this as an let's talk about things that pro- I'm not an expert, I've never used
public,' to evict, fine, refuse to olmurder.Callahanwasr~leased 'effective means to make the motellfel'_ We should do more to those sorts of things so I don't
hire on rent to homosexual pen- six nouns laten for lack of evl- multinational corporations spend encourage peace Instead of pro- claim to know all there Is to know
sons. The Initiative was sponsored dence. Callahan bone no r esern- money between our Shores? duclng more and more war rna- about it.
by a Seattle. policeman, David blance to the munder suspect's chinery. Granted, we have to be
Estes, who Is co-chalrman of Save' descrsptlon,' and Angevine and KRESS:· Both business and labor on top of new developments in
Our Moral Ethics (SOME) with Callahan are now suing for need to work to keep inflation weapons, strategic mlssles, antl-
Dennis Falk, alsoacity policeman. damages. under control and I think taX ballistics mlssles and so on, but I
Estes Is an active Morman and The controversy has b~()ught out incentive programs to encourage can see where we could race
the Mar mon Churdl Is SOME's the city's gay community In people to follow the guidelines and ourselves headlong Into destrue-
largest contributor, followed by ~'rea!er numbers than ever seen the efforts to allow certain regula- tlon too and I wantto take a second
Anita Br yant 's Protect Our m thts pleasant, elatively low-key tlons to lapse and take someofthe look. at some of th~ kind of
Children ongarlzatlon, which city, ~ICh has beer. rated by binds off of business are impera- philosophy. - KRESS: I'm not sure I can
_gave $100,000 to the8eattle- Hanper s, The Atlantic and the tlve.lt's important to be hard answer that question. It's not an
antl-gay drive. Falk Is also the _ New York Times as "the most nosed with those allies that place ARBITER: Where would Stan area I've gotten into enough to
president of the local John Birch liveable AmeriCan city." Many restrictions on trade with our Kress work to resolve the inconsls- give you a good straightforward
Society chapter and was removed ~ur~ gr,oups and civic orga- products, tencles in federal control of drugs? answer. I'm dodging the question
fnom street duty aften he shot an n1zatl~ns have Joined In the five Where do you think any shift in because I'm not sure I've got a
unanmed black youth earlier this commlttees~lch are canyasslng ARBITER: How do you resolve emphasis should be towards? good enough background to know
y-ear.· ever y house In the city agamst 13. the current conflict between our whether the enforcement effort is
S' , . The Committe to Retain Fair sales of armaments, a significant KRESS: Yeah, I see the doing a beneficial job. It might be
OME s advertlslnq, which Employment and the Seattle portion of our trade portfolio, and inconsistency between the person, that we're doing the same thing
- playson the theme of homosexuals Sommitte Agaionst Thlf'teen the the commitment that the Adminls- high school or college age caught .wedid during the Prohibition era,
as moral. dege~erates who will two most prominent of the ~tI-13 tratlon claims it has for human in a raid somewhere, and the just making certain people rich. I
co~rupt aun children, has been groups, try toernphaslze the rights? problems that could causeon your still have some doubts about just
r.eJected by all Seattle T.V. sta- human rights -Issue rathe than record, and then the housewife is throwing the door open and letting
ttons except Mor mon-owned defending homosexuality itself KRESS: There's no easy answer abusing her Valium perscrlptlon the kids in high school and grade
KIBQ-TV. Seattle Mayor ~Charles CFE presents the Initiative ~ a to that question. I wish I had a, and her doctor doesn't say any- school be subject to the pushers'
~yer, C1;"dthe Seattle City Co~n- thr eat to non-gays aswell as gays: method that would just take care thing although he keeps refilling encouragement. That's way- be-
?',I unanlrT1?uslyopposed the In- "(Under Initiative 13) an em- ofit all. These sales are one thing it. I think, in the caseof marijuana yond their ability to handle it and
itlatlve, s did the Church Council ployer doesn't have to prove you we do well and without them our that small quantities ought to be that scares me. So I stili have
of Gr.eater Seattle, NOW the are 'differ.ent.''' says one pam- trade imbalance would be even no more than a misdemeanor and some reservations about legaliZing
League of Women Voters, the phlet. "It's enough to SAY that worse. Yet I hold human llte very the enforcement emphasis should those [kinds of drugs].
Archbishop of the Catholic Dio- you are 'gay' A landlord has ani
cese the senior rabbi of Seattle t IMAGINe' h . . y i!lIIIIIIIIIlUIIIIIIIUlIllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1Il1l1l11l11ll11l1lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmnlllllllllll"
, - . '0 .::t at you ane 'not like, E
the Superintendent of ~O?'S' t~e other people.' And suddenly you E
YWCA. and both of the city Sdaliv have no job. No home. -_No E
newspapers.. futur:e. liE
The Seattle ~lice Department The latest Seattle TidJes poll ~
has take~ no oftlca! stand though shows the anti-13 cause leading by .s
some of ItS members ane public a few percentaqe points,' but with
supporters of 13; Police arr ested 30% still undecided the vote could
q numbe, of anti-initiative leaf-. go either way. If the city votes NO
leteers in the downtown area, but on 13, It will be the first major
the Seattle city attorney's office urban anea to reassert Its
dropped thechang!3S; Tbere have suppor-t for gay rights. The
been four., police raids' on gay previous bat~legrounds of Eu-
establishments this year_, but no gene,,SL PaUl, and Miami repeal-
successful prosecutions, ed thle" gay rights ordlnaunces.
Gay
ARBITER: Given the history of
government attempts at drug era-
dication, do you senseany realiza-
tion that maybe these elaborate
efforts are chasing good money
after bad?
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EDITORIAL-
The Declaration of Independence
contains the statement that revolu-
tion Is sometimes necessary. This
statement, however, follows a
rationally drawn cause and effect:
"When 1/1 the course of human
events It becomes necessary for
one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them
with another . . . ." The cause
here is the course of human events
and the effect is that one people
have DECIDED to dissolve its
political ties with another, ties
which it had heretofore decided to
maintain. But the statement of the
necessity of revolution Is not yet
made in the Declaration; maintain-
Ing that there Is a right of a people
to consent to be governed and that
government' is needed to secure
the Inalienable rights to life,
liberty, and the' pursuit of happi-
ness, the document further states
that to be consistent with these
inalienable rights, governments
must derive their just powers from
the consent of the governed. Only
now it is that the Declaration
states the right of revolution, " ...
whenever any form of Government
becomes destructive of these
ends, it Is the Right of the People
to alter or abolish It, and to
institute new Government .... "
There are many ways in which a
people consent to government.
The most insidious one being
through silence. These will be
, hard words to hear, yet they must
be heard if the decisions THAT
ARE GOING TO BE MADE have
the consent of. those who 'will be
most strongly affected. The
students at BSU who did not want
the Pavilion censtructton and its
accompanying $40 per semester
fee increase to be approved, by
and large, .gotwhat they deserved.
The appalling lack of opposition
(less than one student in ten
bothered to voice disapproval prior
to "passageof the proposal by the
State Board) created a climate as
favorable to that approval as did
the voiced desire for passage.
And that is how consent by silence
works, for, make no mistake,
government of some kind will
continue to make decisions that
affect all of its citizens.
The Pavilion, all $14 million of it,
lOOKs like peanuts compared to
what Iswithin strlk:ng distance of
BSU right now.' ObViously precipi-
tated by the 1% Initiative, the
State Board of Education has
issued a directive that the state
supported universities recommend
to them suicidal. budgetary cuts.
Since the 1% has not yet Passed,
If, Indeed It does, the directive can
only have been motivated by a
sense of fear; and actions moti-
vated by fear are not always the
most creative nor the most appro-
priate ones to deal with any given
situation. In complying with a
directive which stems from such
.questionable motives, the admln-
jstratlon of BSUcan be likened to a
man, pleading eloquantly for his
life as he hands a loaded gun to his
potential executioner. Is this the
kind of government to which we,
as students - as those being
governed, want to consent? All it
will take Is the sameappalling lack
of opposition to insure that which
hasalready begun will continue on
its chosencourse until completion,
that completion being the demlse
of any pretense of quality eduea-'
tion at Boise State University
It may seem, on the surface. that
the State Board and the Adminis-
tration have the power to make all
the decisions as to how students at
the University will be governed.
But that is only on the surface. In
accordancewith the Declaration of
.tndependence, 'students ., as a
people - have the inalienable right
to decide what course they will
·take in response to the human
events that surround them.
The myth that the people are
helpless)n the fare of the power of
•the government has been explo-
-ded time and again, whenever the
people realized their true
strength. It Is not enough for
students to voice their concerns for
thequalltyof education at BSU to
one another; the time has come for
those concerns to be' heard by
others: the administration, the
State Board, the Idaho State
Legislature. Let these people
know what you have' decided
constitutes an appropriate re-
sponseto the current events which
surround us.
SiT
S Speaks Erval c. Hobbrutt
The SeOate'sad hoc committee to
study the 1% initiative has pro-
posed a number of ways to defeat
the inltivative: distributing pam-
phlets, setting up an Informational
display In the SUB lobby, and
staging a student rally on the
steps of the capitol.
In deciding to fight the initiative
the committee considered only one
thing: what 1% would do to higher
education and how that would
Consequently affect students &t
BSU. The committee agreed that
the 1% initiative's aim of shifting
the tax burden away from property
owners to desirable; however, 1%
calls for such a swift radical cut in
tax revenue that it could result In
the suddent 'death of many ser-
vices, positions, or programs ex-
isting at Boise State.
If It passes In the general
election, the inlt!ative will, unless
constitutionally challenged, be-
come a statutory law. Property
now taxed for 1.45% (on the
average) of Its value could not be
taxed for more than 1% of its
value. Nearly a third of the present
property tax revenue, or about
$100 million, would be cut from
the budgets of local governments-
budgets that .fund •primary and
secondary education, police and
fire protection, and sewage gar-
bage disposal.
The ,large cut in local budgets
would undoubtedly be made up by
the state aovemment so that
essential local services like poliCj3
and fire protection would. not
suffer. In order to make up the
$100 million cut at the local level,
the state would have to cut back its
budget-a budaet that supports,
The real Walter cronkite Is Paul
Harvey. When a campaigning
Spiro Agnew railed against the
press, he used to ask; "When are
we going to hear something goOd
about America for a change?"
That was a code message which,
properly cracked, read: "\Nhen
are. we going to shut up the
critics?" •His audience was good
at cracking the code, and It voted
In droves for Agnew, Nixon and
Wallace.
Thetunny thing about that pitch
wasAgnew'S repeated insulting of
his own friends and defenders.
Agnew called "the press" a smail
part of the journalistic enterprise.
The real press, the mass media
reaching masses, always said gOod
things about America.
\Nho Is the most influential
newscaster In the country? I have
asked different audiences that.
Walter Cronkite Is the normal
answer. VVho is the most influen-
tial pundit in America? Some say
Jack Anderson, some David Bro-
der or Tom Wicker. But the
answer to the second question is
-JeaneDixon.
The answer to the first question
Is Paul Harvey. He owns the
soapbox some people claim for
Cronkite. Walter Cronkite .Is
supposed to insinuate by occasion-
al lifts of his eyebrow during the.
evening news. Harvey hammers
away at his opinion several times a
day, every day of tile year, with·
every theatrical device at his
Some of you 'egg-head liberals
out there have beerl knockin' down
the only square deal this country's
had since Hoover: the 1%. Well
ain't them just tough patootles!
The 1% would give all of us
reqular Joes out here a break. So
what If most of them fancy
programs to help the poor, the old
folks and the handicapped would
be cut? Let them cripples stand on
their own two feet and take It like a
man! And what about the poor?
In my day, there was plenty of
. poor; there was a Depression on!
All we needed to get us outa that
was a war, not that fancy social
security crap that FORhanded us.
-arronq other things, state high-
ways, state police, and higher
education.
\Nhat would the result be of the
cut at local levels, the absorption
of the cut at the state level, and
the consequent cut In the state
budget? This Is the question
Governor Evans asked all state
agencies and departments to add-
ress In abudgei reduction eXer-
cise. BolseState Unlversity's~
IO-The University Arbiter' Wednesday,Novemberl,~978
disposal. -
He does this In a format that
deliberately erases the differences
between reporting and editorializ-
Ing. Though his whole broadcast
is one long editorial, he glvtlS It a
"page one, page two" pretense at
reportege.
Harvey is the most interesting
phenomenon In modern journal-
Ism. The figures on his audience
stretch credulity. Seven hundred
and· seventy-four radio stations
carrv him 11 times a week (over
twice the number of Cronkite's
appearances). He sends 10 televi-
sion commentaries over 120 out-
letsevery week. Three hundred
newsoaoers carrv him three times
a week. His books sell in tens of
• sands. He makes over a
papers and radio .shows·and lV
anchorpersons.
The vending of news Is a busl-
ness, and. sellers need buyers.
The buyers out there want' Har-
vey's views, no matter how aIlra:.
slvely shaped. And many of those
buyers don't like having Walter
Cronkite's eyebrows, no matter
how deftly raised.
Patrick Buchanan, who wrote
.Spiro Agnew's diatribes, likes to
ask: .\Nho elected Walter Cron-
kite? The answer, of course, Is
that the same audience that elects
Paul Harvey blatantly to fulminate
elects Walter Cronkite subtly to
pontificate - and the tolerance for
bias Is much higher on the right
than on the left. \Nhy Is the minor
faction of America's journalistic
OUTRIDER
by Garry. Wills-- .million dollars a year In lectures,
at $10,000 a shot.
These figures are from a critical
article on Harvey appearing In the
current Esquire. Its author.
William Brashley, claims Harvey
changed his name (from Paul
Aurandt) because of a medical
discharge from the Army on
grounds of psychosis. That allega-
tion, if true, says nothing very
Interesting about .Harvey or -
more important - Harvey's audi-
ence.
Harvey Is the real Walter Cron-
kite because Harvey's audience is
the real America. It Is very well
serviced by the media - by Ms.
Dixon and the Reader's, Digest,
the National Enquirer, .the local
get exercise shows that even smail
, cuts would mean reducing staff
and faculty and curtailing student
services.
Because of these possible cuts at
Boise State, the senate's ad hOc
committee on the 1% feels that the '
initiative should be defeated. To
communicate this feeling, the
committee. proposed a resolution
calling on the voters of Idaho to
defeat 1%. The resolutlonwas
passed by the senate last Wednes-
day.
An additional attempt to defeat
the Initiative will occur Thursday
November 2, at 2:45 pm, on th~
steps of the capitol bUilding where
all students are encouraged to join
In a student rallv aaalnst 1%.
Th~ rally will be an imponant
way of letting toe voters know how
much we appreciate our education
and how strongly we feel that our
educational opportunities should
EDITQRIAl =:=Th=a=t='S=wh=er=e=w=e=0=U9=h=t=·=tO=.be=='=an=d=n=u=m=oo='rs==t=0=e=lg=h=t=9=rad=es==a=1
spending the IT)Oney,in my opin- once in a IiWe one-room school-
ion: keepin' a good eye on house. I say, let education take a
'GerrOany! As for' taking Care of giant step backwardl tet's bring
the old folks. that's a lot of Miss.Flnkle out of retirement. and
sls-do-gOod-talk!. My old man put her to work (if the old bat can
lived sixty-three good years before stili talk, that is). We don't need
we stuck him In the Home. All of no fancy public education: Ididn't
you think you got It over me just' have none, and just look how I
because you're in them schools turned out - and if anybady's gol
getting an ed-u-cation, well you'll anything to say about .that, I'll
get yours now, buster I VVho needs break all of his pearly-whites.
free school bussing -let them kids So that's all I got to say about
pay like everybody else! School that. I ain't no pretty face
lunch programs? \Nhatever hap- politician, neither. I'm jU~1your
pened to the old peanut-butter- average working slob that keeps
and-jelly sandwich? And teachers? this country greater than the
We don't need half them teachers Ruskles, and I want to say, I'm
we got In schools now, just MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT
somebody like my Miss Finkle, GOING TO TAKE IT ANYMORE
God love her pruney little face, NO MATTER IF I MAKE SENSE
who taught readln' and rightln' OR NOTl
output, called "the media"?
Rlght-wlngers, you might expect,
should rejoice In their massive
preponderance over two newspap-
ers (The New York TImes arid the
Washington Post) and 30 minutes
of dally lV time.
But they are not complaining
about unfairness or lack of bal-
ance. They do not want equal
time. They want all the time.
They want, with Spiro, to hear
nothing but what they consider
"good things about Amerrica."
It is not enough for them, that
Paul Harvey Is the country's real
Walter Cron~lte. Tl1ey wanthim
to be the only Walter Cronkite -
noothers need apply, not even the
original.
.~
not be damaged.
I would encourage each of you to
carefully weigh the pros and cons
of the 1% Initiative and then vote
InteJllgently in the election Tues-
day. If you would like more
Information on the Initiative,
pleasecometo the ASBSU senate's
or president's' office. We will be
glad to let you look at our file of
data.
If you decide,' as the ad hOC
committee did, that 1% would be
detrimental to your education,
there are a number qf ways that
you can help us fight it: let your
parents and others know what Its
effects will be, send to newspapers
a letter stating your view as a
student, come to the rally at the
caoltol on November 2. Your helo
will be greatly appreciated.
Joy Mclean
Senator
School of Arts and Science
........
VIEWPOINT
BUFE INTERVIEWS CHANCE
CHANCE: Yes.. that's pretty
close.
ARBITER: The Initiative contains
the words "actual market value,"
which appear nowhere In the
Idaho Qxle. Does that mean, as It
would seem, probable sales value?
CHANCE: Well, as you know,
when a statute :s passed, It has to
be Implemented. Idaho Qxle 63-
602, I believe, says that farms
andcommercial property shall be
appraised on the basis of market
value determined from Its actual
and functional use... We have two
definitions of "market value" In
the Idaho Tax Commission regula-
tions. One is "market value for
assessment purposes, ,,I which
applies only to agriculural and
commercial property, and the
other Is "market value" period.
The "market value" applies, of
course, to hoines and the land on
which homes sit. "Market value
for assessment purposes" has
been defined by the Tax Commis-
sion to mean economic gross rent,
on commercial property, and In-
come capability on agricultural
property. It's always been that
way. The 1% initiative, we don't
intend for It to change the valua-
tion which tws been placed on
farms, commercial, and utility
property.
ARBITER: Is the 1% initiative
designed to give tax relief to
homeowners and farmers, or to
business?
CHAN9E:
The opposltlon hassaid that most
of the relief under the 1% Initia-
tive is going to go to utility
companies and big busln~. Well
we~renot that stupid that we don't
know that when the utility com-
panies' taxes Increase, our utility
, rates increase. We believe that
they (utllites) will make a refund If
the 1% Initiative passes. They will
make' refunds to the people.
ARBITER: The estimate are that
big business In this state will
receive at least a $5 million tax
break. ~Vlost of the major corpora-
tions In this state are owned by
out-of-state Interests. Would you
agree that they're either going to
Increase their dividends or de-
crease their prices? If they lower
their prices, who's going to bene-
fit, the people of Idaho, or their
cut-or-state customers?
CHANCE: It's' natural for the
bureaucrats that want to perpetu-
ate their high budgets to say this is
not the way to get,tax relief, this Is
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a meat' ax approach. And all the
profit, or 74% of the profit under
the 1% Initiative, relief, Isgoing to
go to big businesses. But It seems
, to me that there Is only about three
percent of the employees working
In the state of Idaho who work for
an employer employing 44 people
or more. Ninety seven percent of
the people (worl<lng) In'Idaho are
working for employers who em-
ploy from one tothlrty.or some-
thing like this. And 61% of the
97% are working for employers
who employ from one to four
peoplt:i..:We want to treat every-
body alike. We don't believe In
CONTINUED PAGE 23 -
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zoning staffs. other services
singled out for cuts have been
local recreation programs, com-
mimltyeducatlon, and emergency
medical 'servlces.
Since the Initiative, If adopted,
would initially have impact only on
local government revenues, stu-
dents In public schools may be the
biggest losers. .
At the present time 50% of Ada
property tax receipts go to elemen-
tary and secondary education.
Despite the talk of 'cuts In govern-
ment, including education,' It Will
be Impossible to replace the $23
million lost to Ada schoOlswithout
new texes from other sources. The
Property Owners Association now
wants to finance local schools
through State taxes. 1heysay
they have appointed a Committee
'of legislators to accompl.Jm state
funding with local control re-
tained.
If the initiative Is Implemented,
Ada County tax revenues would be
reducecl63% from current levels.
If it is adopted,' substantial cuts
would be required, or new revenue
sources would be needed to main-
tain tnese local government func-
tions.
.'The most prominent tax Cutswith
the 1% would go to utilities and
large industrial properties. The
State Tax Commission has, esti-
mated utility tax reductions at $18
million and targe Industrial redl..K>-
tlons at nearly $5million per yeat.
Among the utility, companies,
Mountaln Bell, Idaho Power, and
the major ,railroad companies,
Union 'Pacific and Burlington
Northern,\wuld receive substan-
tial taxreduetlons. Industries
getting 'big ,tax' breaks WOUld
Include Bucyries-Erie, Potlatch,
Monsanto Chemical, FMC,SIm-·
plot, Bunker Hili, etc.
It Is said that taX reductions for
utilities would bEl passed to con-
surners. This Is probably accur-
ate, at least with, the ' present
Public Utilities Comml~lon which
. has already moved In this direction
In an Intermountaln Gas case.
AnticiPating property tax cuts,
rates were held down the amount
of this expectation. Large Indus-
trial customers would also get
CONTl!'iUED PAGE 23
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IDAHO CITIZENS COALITION
Getting a handle on the 1%
initiative Is like sacking out on a
, water bed. Every,tlme you touch It
one place It moves somewhere
else. The main idea Is fairly
slrnple, which accounts In part for
Its appeal. The essenceof Itls that
taxes on properly will not exceed.
,'1% of the "actual market value"
recorded in the County Assessors
Office for 1978.
The, problems start there. The
'phrase "actual' market value"
doesnot appear In the Idaho coce,
so what does It mean? DOes It
1Tl'3an,.as It would appear, that all
property values will be equivalent
to expected sales price for tax
purposes? If It does, what effect
does that, have en family farms
,which are now appraised on a
market vaJua concept which hag
nothing to do' with the potential
sales price of the property?
Presently, for operating farms the
average of the previous five years
Income Is translated to a property
value.
Using this method, the market
value of Idaho farms is about 55%
of the sales value or market price
of the farm. A change In ' the
appraisal of farm properties to
salesvalue, as Is usedwith homes,
would nearly double the taxes of
operating farms, and possibly
jeopardize the entire Idaho farm
economy.
-needed to make up local govern-
ment revenue deficiencies.
,Sinceproperty taxes .are a tax on
wealth, this kind of change repre-
sents another large shift of the tax
burden 0010 homeowners and
renters and awayfrom Industrial,
utility, and large property holders.
It Is generally agreed thai sales
taxes fall most heavily on, those
having the least ability to pay.
Since these taxes are only on final
'sales, Industrial and commercIal
enterprises largely, escape them:
Because all taxes are paid out of
!nco~, IncreaSed taxes here
. might be a better option. But
there Is also escape' in this for
utilities and large Industries
through Investment tax credits
and other legal means. Nor ,Is
Idaho's Individual income tax very
progressive. The highest percent
of taxes Imposed on net Income Is
7.5% which starts at a base of
$10,000.
The State Tax Commission esti-
mates that statewide property tax
revenue losses caused by the 1%
provision would be $120 million.
When the Idea of shifting these
losses to other tax sources met
With opposition, the, Property
Owners Association began saying
no new revenues would be need-
ed. The reduction Is to be made
up by cuts In government pro-
hands. This provision of the 1% grams, expenses, and personnel
Initiative, along with several and shifts to usar fees wl}lch they
others, was found by the' State are not advocating for a number of
; Attorney General to violate lela- public services. ,
ho's Constitution. Although the 1% leaders talk
In order to overcome the legal mostly about cutting bureaucrats
violations pointed out In, this and curtailing big government,
opinion, members of the Property they have targeted some specific
. owners Association met with a, agencies and programs for Cuts.
legislative committee to see what One of these Is the State Depart- '
could be done to rectify, the ment of Health andWelfare. IVIost
'defects. Following the meeting, of the services provided by the
they announced that they had Department are for senior citizens,
fixed It up. In fact, though,the handicapped persons,and poor
l'1'I&3Surewe will' be, voting on people. So those members' of the
November 7 will be the legally - cOmmunity having the least could~~~JIquestionable 1% Initiative. be among those losing the most.
:=;; i Most orthe public discussions of ' , Another target has been the local
the 1% plan have centered, on planning and zonlngfunptlons. A
revenue losses,who wins and who companion petition, to the 1%
loses. When the Property Owners ,initiatlvesponsored by the Proper-
Association first, presented the ty Owners Association would have
idea to state legislators ,In' Febru- worked against local land Use
ary, 1978, Its President said that management. Leadef:S of the
$99 million In Increased sales or group have said they woufdcut
increased, income taxes would be deeply into local plannlnQ and
When farm people became aware
of this and began expressing their
fears, the IdahOProperty Owners.
. Association, the principal pushers '
on the 1% issue, held a special
meeting and passed' a resolution
saying that the Initiative wouldn't
change the way farms are now
appraised. .
IndLlstrlaiand, utility properties
are also appraised on a different
basis than the sales value concept
. used \ for homes. With these
propertles, original or replace-
ment cost depreciated annually Is
the main concept t.iSed to arrive at .
market value. Since 1965 the
share of the total property tax
bome by homeowners' has in--
creased from 18% to 48% In 1978.
Moot of this shift has been away
from utility and Industrial proper-
ties; Inflat£on is one of the prlnel-
, pie reasons for this shift, which
will continue to worsen unless the
appraisal methods are changed.
The 1% Initiative does nothing to
alter this shift. In fact; It may
aggravate It by permitting In-
creased ',appraisals on properties
exceeding 2% only when they are
sold. The properties that change
hands most often are homes. The
result will be that the property
values of homes, and the taxes
that go with them, will rise faster
than those of other properties
whIch seldom, if ever, change
eH~lstMI\SGIFTS
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AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY
College Edition $10.95
BETTY CROCKER'S COOKBOOK
Gift Edition $10.95
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
SKI" HANDBOOK ORG ~ NOW $2.49
SPACECRAFT ORG ~NOW $6.98
ULTIMATE JOURNEY ORG $k95"" NOW $2.9b
RUDOLPH ONLY $1.25
NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS $1.25
WHEN JOY CAME $1.25
FROSlY THE SNOWMAN $1.25
WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
BOCK OF LISTS
DRESS. FOR SUCCESS
COWGIRLS GET THE BLUES
GIFT EDITION PASSAGES
ONLY$8.95
ONLY $2.50
ONLY $3.95
ONLY $2.25
ONLY $2.98
ll'iE BOOK' OF MERLYN ONLY $1.80
GNOMES GIFT BOOK ONLY $13.12
.. .
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BETIER HOMES & GARDENS COOKBOOKS
35 DIFFERENT TITLES ~ Only $1.79Ea
MORE CHRISTMAS GIFTS
N'THEBOOKSTORE
BRONCO STOCKING HAT $4.00
BRONCOS BASEBALL·SHIRT $5.25
BRONCOS BASEBALL CAP .$3.75
BRONCO LICENSE FRAMES ..
NON ONLY $2.95 With Coupon
ASSORTED BSU· GLASSWARE
100/00FF THIS WEEK ONLY
BOISE STATE PENNANTS $1.00
BOISE STATE 'T' SHIRT $4.49
BRONCOS COWBOY & COWGIRL HATS $7.50
.. I~***********************~* . .. *
~ ASK ~~ *f AB UT .f
! C· 55!~ *~ *! RI S!
* *~ *** SPECIAL PRICE *
* *: HOMECOMING WEEK ~
! ONLY ~
-I. .. '*.~***********************~
GO BIG BLUEtT' SHIRT $5.49
Notes WE[
BSU MucIc Dept: Jazz Ensem-Pop Film: "Twleve O'Clock
ble: Michael Samball, director. High," 8 pm In SUB Ballroom.
8:15 pm, Special Events Center
,,1.(
~ c. 'II
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ARBITER OFFICE: WEEKDAYS 8:00 AM T05:0()
BOiSE GALLERY OF ART: 12100 NOON TO 5:00PM
TUESDAY· SUNDAY· CLOSED MONDAY.
BOISE PUBLIC -LIBRARY: MONDAY THROUGI-l
THURSDAY 9:00 AM TO 9:00 PM. FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY 9:00 AM 6:00 PM. SUNDAY
(BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 10) 1:00 PM 5:00 PM.'
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY: WEEKLY 7:30
AM TO 11:00 PM. SATU~DAYS 9:00 AM TO 5:00 PM.
SU.NDAYS 1:00 PM TO 5:00 PM.'- .
IDAHO HISTORICAL
SATURDAY -9:00 AM
TO 15:00~M.
MUSEUM: MONDAY THRU
5:00 PM. SUNDAY 1:00. PM
rUESUNDAY MON
6 Boise Choptor 01 lho 7NallOtlllI OrganlzatlGflFor Women: November .business meeting, 7:30
pm In the Caribou Am
of the SUB.
Orientation Meotlng lor NatlOll-
01 Student Exchange: (1st sem-
ester), 2:30 pm, Bannock Am.
In SUB. .
Boiso City Recreactlon Arts
Conter: Weaving, Waterco:or,
Painting, Needlepoint, cer-
amlcs 1/ and Clay classes for
Children begin. Call 384-4128
for Info.
Film In VISTA program: 12
noon In Clearwater Rm. VISTA
and Peace Corp. representative
Debbie Frisch will be on cam-
pus Nov. 7 - 8 for recrUIting.
Concort: .lazz Band, "Matrix,"
8 pm In Special Eventa Conter.
Ski Film: by Warren Miller, 8
pm In SUB Ballroom.
BollIGPublic Library: Sunday Movie -
"Bluo Skies," with Bing Crosby &
Fred Astalre, 3:30 pm, auditorium. _
BSU Music DePt Orehoatm Con-
cert: 8:15 pm at Special Events
Center, Melvin Shelton, Director.
-BoIseCIty Recroatlon Am Con-
lor: Drawing I, Weaving, Bas-
ketry, Macrame, Ceramics I
classes begin, Call 384-4128 for
Info.
KTVB Channel 7-NBC Mon-
day Night allhe MovIes: "Rsln-
bow." Andrea McCardle alan
na the young Judy Oarland, 8
prn,
13 11
Bollle Branch oltha American
All4oc. 01Unlvorslty Women: to
present a program at their
meeting on Title IX, 7:30 pm In
SUB Nez Perce Rm. All BSU
women especially Invited to'
attend.
SlIenl Movl\! Special: "Wings"
8 pm at Ada Theater.
Barbara Williams: author and
Illustrator qf boods for pre-
school and primary school chlld-
'en, will Introduce tho National
Chlldrens' Book Week obser-
vances at the Boise Public
Ibrary. For Info. or reservations
call 384-4421.
Advisory Board 01 Accounting
and Data Processing: meeting.
BSU Social Work Del'll.: pre
sents, "New Images of Aging,"
a <\-{jayskill development sym-
posium on aging, Nov. 14-17 In
SUB Big Four Rm.
World Mutual Service Week: be-
gins Nov. 12- 18.
BSU Music Del'll Plano Recital:
Elizabeth Zojac, 4 pm In Music
.Auditorium.
Boise Public Library: free Sunday
afternoon program on the British
Isles and Western Europe, 1:30
pm. Call 375-8234 lor info.
Nallonat Chlldrens' Week: Nov. '12
- 18.·~
211
Bclso Public L1brary:SundayMovle,
"Naughty Marietta," with Nelson
Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald,
3:30 pm, auditorium.
BSU Music Depl. Bmu. Emerr.blo
arx! KoyboIIrd Porcuulon Ensem-
ble: Michael Samball and Dr. John
- Baldwin, dlrOClorn.8:15pm, Special
Events Center.
Sludenl Allain Stall M
9:30 - 11:30 am In sue
Am.
Towon Stall Meeting: 5
In SUB Teton Rm.
Inlorgreek Council H
MumaSale: lI:ov.1-3,!
at SUB Info booth.
FlICIIltyLecture Series:
by Dr. Wm. Kelfplor. [
and Sciences, 8 pm., S~
Conter. Winners for I
Distinguished FacultY, I
ministration Member,
coming Queen to be a
this lecture.
Beer Chugging Contaat:
pm,
BSU5enale meellng: ~
Sonate Chambers.
:-10lIOI'I Progrem Meetl~
In SUB Nez Perce Rm.
BoIse Gallory 0' Art: po
by Bill Stafford, 8 pm.
BoIse CII'I Recreation Depl Am
Contor: Painting 1/, Photo-
graphy I, Weaving, Spinning a:
Dying, Stained Glass I, AN
Therapy, Adult & Chlldrens'
Dance classes begin. Call 384- .
4128 for tnro.
Chamber 01Commorce: Special
Membership Forum to recog-
nize Nallonal Petrol!um Week,
12 noon at Redway Inn. Mem-
bers & guests Invited, call
344-5515 for Info. .
Ski Film: by Warren Miller, 8
pm In SUB Ballroom. .
Pop Film: "The Man on Ihe
RooI," 8 pm In LA 106.
Boise Gallery 01 Art:· Opera
presentation by Hope Evett, 8
pm at Boise Gallery of Art.
Forolgn FIlm: "1m" 8 pm In
SUB Ballroom.
Bolso Civic Opora: presents,
"The Magic Flule," 7:30pm at
the Intermountain Gas Hospt-"
tallty House .. Call 376-4090. lor
Info.
BollI9 Gellery 01 Art: Beauz
Arts for ChrlstmO!JSale event, 8
pm at the Boise Gallery of Art.
SUNDAY
.-
2 28
PoP Film: "The
SUB Ballroom.
BollI8Gallery a
Event, 8 pm st
BoIse Puppelry Guild: 12 noon, ~Ibrary
Auditorium. Bring a sack lunch.
&
,s
..-.~ -. ' ...
J _. J 1 a.· sa - 4
THUR FRIDAY SATURDAY:0
Dolse Clly Recreational Arta centor:
Invitational arts and crafts festival.
Also Preschool Crafts class begins;
call 384-4128 for Info.
Homecoming Danco: 8 prn at the
Rodoway. No IIdmlnlon; must
prooent ticket at door. Tickets will
beavalllOle at SUB Info Booth.
PIannIId Pllrenthood: will be pro-
viding free breast examinations and
teaching breast self-exam on a walk·
In basis today. 1 - 5 pm, Call
345-0760 for Info.
If.1MOOtlng: ..lSUB Teton- ...
19: 5· 7 pm
:11 HomllComlng
- 3, 8 am • 10 pm
. Jr. Pllnhollenlc Meeting: 2
3:30· .5:30 pm In SUB
=~a:aMeetJng ,
7·9 pm In SUB senate
Chambers.
Homecoming Pep ftallV: 5 • 7 pm In
SUB Big 4 Am.
PoIItry Reading: by William Stafford,
8 - 10 pm In SUB Bolsean Loung&.
CounselO/"l Worbhop: 8 am • 5 pm.
In Nez Perce Am. .
SIQIllII a.mma Epsilon MlIlItlng: 7.
10 pm In SUB Nez Perce Rm.
Judiciary Board: 3 - 5 pm. In
Clearwater Rm.
'Sign I.IIIIQWIllO Club: 7 • 10 pm In'
Special Events Cooter.
BSU CoMel'\'stlonl.1I prnonl David
Thompson: State Coordinator of
Trails. to speak on Present and
Future Wilderness and Y-C Trails In
Idaho, 7:30 pm, In Teton Rm. In SUB.
Everyone Welcome.
3
Irlea: ,!'Clonlng,"
lor, Dean of Arts
I., special Events
for' King Be&rd,
Ity, Staff, or Ad·
oer, and Hom~
be announced at
lest: at Casey's. 9
Ill: 4 - 7 pm, In
Bellng: 7 - 11 pm.Rm. .
1: poetry reading
pm. at Gallery.
WED
2
Dr, JIlIIWI Bullock: Nationtll Director of the ,
certificate In Management Accounting from
Ann Artllr. Mich. will speak to the student
accounllng club (ABACUS). .
"Tho Turnlna I'olnt.·' 8pm In
am.
lfJ of Art: Gallery Christmas
m at the Boise Gallery of Art.
4
YWCA: Career Direction Workshop, 9 am • 4
pm, registration thru Nov. 3. call 343-3688 for
Info.
Homaoomlng GlII1111:BSU va U of I, 1:30 pm at
Bronco Stadium.
Alpha Chi Omega: Pancake Food & Faculty
Alumni Breakfaut, 7:30 am -11 am, SUB Snack
Bar.
Rodl Climbing: trip to Finger of Fate In the
Sa ....looths. Call 385-1455 for Info.
Alumni "TIII~t. Psrty," 11 am at soutneaet
corner of Stadium parking lot.
BoI.. Public Library Ssturdlly Specllll: "My
experiences as a Fighter Control In the Air
Force," by Kevin Felts, 2 pm at the Boise
Public library. '
Nov. 4 flock Climbing
Finger of Fate, Sawtooths
Call 385-1455
Nov. 7-8 ,... Ski Film, 8 pm
by Warren MIIIOf
Nov. 18 ... First Cross-Country Ski Trip
at Banner Creek Summit
or Galena Summit
--SATURDAYTHUR
THANKSGIVING BllEAK ssl)Mu.1c Dept: Duo-Plano Ensemble,Mad~
line HSll, director. 8:15 pm, Racltal Hall.
Bobe Public Library Ssturdlly Spelcal: Energy
Magic with Tim Glancey, 2. pm at the Boise
Public library.
BcIao Gallery 01Art: Contemporary Northwest
Crafts Invitational. Nov. 25 • Doc. 24.
FRIDAY
1
State Beard 01 Educallon Meeilng: at
Gooding. ,
'Boise City Recreallon Art. Conter: Draw-
Ing II, Stained Glass II classes begin, call
384-4128 for Info.
BSU Forolgn Languages Dapt: Dr. Jerry
C. Jose, Asst. Prof of Spanish and
Literature. will present a paper on.
"lHabld uri Teatro Franqulsta?" 4 pm In
SUB Teton Rm.
VatoraOl Day
Boiso Gallory 01 Art: Arts for Christmas
Sale, Nov. 1(l.19 at Gallery.
Slato Board of Educallon Moollng: at
Jerome.
BSU Music Dept VlsWng Artists Rcellal:
Dr. Tom Goleeke-tenor, Dr. Edward
Hansen-organ. 8:15 pm Music Adltorlum.
Concert: "Paragon" at the Mardi Gras, 9
pm.
Backpacking In the Sawtooths: Nov. 10 - 12,
call 385-1455 for Info.
Dr. Albert Ellis: originator of ratlonat-
emotive therapy and a leading authority on
sex therapy and numan relations, will
conduct a workshop, beginning at 9 am - 6
pm. Call 385-1601 for Info.
"Treasures 01 Tulankhamun" trip: sponsored'
by office of Student Activities and Harmon
Travel, Nov. 11-13. Call 385-1223 for Info.
Boise City Recreallon Dapt Arts Centor:
P'alntlng & Drawing for Children, Printmaking,
Textile Crafts classes begin. Call 384-4128 for
Info.
18
BSU Music Dept Faculty Artist Sorlos: lily'
Brlssman-plano, Wallis BratH;ello. 8:15
pm, Special Evonts Center.'
Golden Eaglo Audobon Soclaty & Nation-
al Audoban Soclely: prose~ts, "The
Marsh - A Quiet Mystery," lecture by
Tom Sterling. 8 pm, NNC Science Lecture
tiall, tickets aval,lable at door,
MHAFO Dance: call :J85-3986 for In.fo.,
BollIG Public Library Ssturday Spedal: Mike
Young's Gymnastic Academy, 2 pm at the
, Boise Public Library. .
Anlt Crou-eountry Ski Trip: Banner. Creek
Summit or Galena Summit, weather and snow
penmlttlng. Coli 385-1455 for Info.
2523
THANKSGIVING: VACATION BEGINS
sports
the Bronco drive alive. ward, a '
freshman from California, was
filling In for the Injured cedric
Minter. He more than "filled In"
on the crucial drive.
The remarkable, 1978 edition,
BSUdefense was led once again
by senior linebacker Bob Macaul-
ey, who had nine t~ldes, three
fumble recoverles,and an Inter-
ception. Doug Soott had 11 tack·
les, Cabrera 10, and Jeff Taylor 8,
to lead the Broncos In that
department.
Boise State stili has .a slim
chance for a share of the Big Sky
Conference crown. However, the
offense must find a way to punch
the ball over the goal line, and the
young players mUst continue to
come through for the Broncos If
BSU Is to win their three rElmaln-
109 games and grab' a playoff
,berth. Hopefully the offense will
get It going for the Idaho' game,
becauseNAU and Cal Poly will be
waiting with well-balanced attooks
the following two weeks - Where It
will probably take more than 16
points to win. The Homecoming
game of 1978 agaInst'the Univer-
sity of IdaJlO should give the
offense the opportunity It needs to
begin Its second season' - a
display of potent offense that can
earrv the Broncos to a champion-
ship season.
'Bra~C:D.Blitz Blln,.18,1&-14
The Boise State' Broncos rode
the leg of Ed 11l0~ to "over-
pc:lwer" the Idaho State Bengals ,
16-14Saturday night at the Mlnl-
oome, Tho~ capped an 89-yard
drive with a 2O-yardfield goal' with
only 10 seconds remaining In' the
game. He also kicked field goals of '
23 and 42 yards In the first half to
give the Broncos a 6-0 halftime
edge. Hoskin' Hogan threw to
Mike Brady late In the third
quarter for a 17-yard touchdOwn
play and a 13-0 lead.
Besides Tho~' heroics and
Brady's lone touchdown, It was
another frustrating night for the
BSU offense. Not that the Broncos
couldn't move the ball (they rolled
up 342 yards In total offense), but
the offense could not put the ball
in ,the end zone once they got
within the 20 yard line. The result
was another pressure game for the
defense, and once agaln they
performed like champions. The 0
Bronco defense shut out the
Bengal offense forthree quartets.
In the fourth quarter, the ISU'
o offense found some holes In the
middle of the Bronco secondary
after BSU turnovers gave them
good field position. Mlck Spoon
directed the two fourth-quarter
touchdowns for the Bengals as
they went ahead 14-13with 5:38 to '
play. .
Hogan then started the final
• Broncodrive from the BSU11 yard
line; He ran tailback Greg Ward-
up the mlddie, around the end,
and threw the ball to him to keep
rr """"l
FAIR VU DRIVE IN
'THE END' (R)
'LOGAN'S RUN' (R)
/ IKillTtM CHR~TIE'5
{" ~ ,,~~',DEATti
JS
h .r~.{R~NILE
. 1 d~l. t- ......---,,""
.. \~ F~·V.. , \ .~. [l'1rK' .... l m
DAILY AT 7:15 & 10:00
MAT SAT & SUN FROM 2:00
r ' ..
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Boise State Takas 2nd
IN ISU Invitational
The Boise State Universltv cross State's Norberto Segura with a
country team took second place In. 25:57 time.
overall competition at the IdahO Boise State cross country coaCh
State Invitational Saturday morn- Ed Jacoby was extremely pleased
ing In Pocatello. The five mile race with his runner's performances. '
was run on the Riverside Golf- "I was happy with three people,
Course. Stan Link, Tom Rothenberger and
Weber State won top honors with Jim Linderborn," Jacoby said.
20 points while the Broncos finish- "Link ran very well and so did
ed second with 38 points, followed Rothenberger. However, Barry
by Idaho State with 64 points. Boettcher dropped out of the race
Boise State's Stan Link finished and that hurt us until Jim Linder-
third 'With a time of 26:34. Other born took up the slack," Jacoby
BSU runners were Karl Knapp, said.
fifth with a clocking of 26:56; Tom Weber State placed five men' in
,Rothenberger,' ninth place with the first ten positions.' ,
27:44and Mike Henry, tenth place The Broncos' next cross country
in 27:45. Jim Linderborn finished competition wilt be th,i3Big Sky -'
11th for BSU in 27:53. District 7 meet In Ogden, Utah on
The Individual winner was weber Nov. 11.. '
~
I~:'~
....UlllllUJ.
. STARTlNGj' TODA.y,, .
PICTUR[S
Now'
Playing
.CIt.AP.TEI\~rH.~~~~.
Dancing
Thur-Sat 9:00-1PM
Serving
Lunches 11:30-2:3CJ"Dinner 5-9
, Banquet & Party Facilities .
rua- ladie'sGiggle Hour 5~6:30
612 west Idaho
Brqnco's Are Number ·1
The
For the first time In the six-year
history of the annual Jack White-
BSU Pocket Billiard Champion-
ships, the tournament was a wlde
open affair. .
There were no returning champ-
pions in either of the divisions,
men's or women's, and all of the
participants who had placed in the
past were eliminated in the early
rounds.
VVhen Thursday night rolled a-
round the six finalists in the mens'
tourney, and the two finalists In
the women's tourney squared off.
. The men's finalists earned their
right to complete in the round
robin tournament by eliminating
90 other competitors in six differ-
ent brackets. Those advancing by
winning their bracket were: Phil
"Ding Dong" Wong, Brian "1lle
Kid" Stephens, Tom "Tommy
Carbine" Kerbeln, Tom "Tom T.
Hall" Sullivan, Doug "Doucaroo"
• .::-n ::;- " • .i., .,~"
,,,," _of' -, -'.~
idCOllles Through
9 ®ore-.ex Wo.te."'p,"oof
laminate QV\d BreQ.Hto..ble..:
Elimh"lt\l-e.S the ne.e.a
fo~ t-wo .s\.\d-s for
ou..tdooV" We.o..The.'I' ,
Lfe..t c..o::;ts +he. s~V'r'\e
0..5 o: v-e.3\A.1Cl.V"" (,,°/Lio
mo.\A.nta.·u,\ p'a.Y"KCl.
Thi GORE- TE X
PAlZ K A.
, BOOT'WORKS
5"15 Mo."", ~y\. " 3t.tl\-3~:t 1
Siruookand Kjell"1lleSkier"Skl. Jack White presented the first"
1lle men's tournament began three finishers in each division
with Phil VVongas the early I
favorite. but he immediately ran with a trophy, and a new poe cue
into trouble, losing his first three with case for their efforts In this
veer's tournament.matches. Thereby allowing the .' .
exeptional form of Bral n Stephens,' •All of the participants however,
'considered by many the longshot will retain the memory of this
in thefleld of finalists to carry the year's tourney, and eagerly await
"The Kid" to the champolnshlp ,'a chance in next year's tourna-
title, as he polished off four of his ment.
opponents winning the tour'na-' .... __ .............................~ .............~-..;..----~-----~------.,
ment outright. Following Stephens
was Tom Kerbeln, who although
lost his first match, shot admirably
under pressure to win three of his
next four matches arid earned
second place when fellow con-
tender Tom Sullivan lost hi.s final
match. Sullivan by losing his final
match fell into a three way tie for
third place but patched up his
faulty shooting well enough to
enable' him to win two close
contests for the third place thophy.
"THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL" Executive Producer ROBERT FRYER
Music by JERRYGOLDSMrrHScreelip!ay by HEYWOODOOULD
From the novel bylRA'lEVIN Produced.by MARTIN RICHARDS
and STANUY 0700U Directed byFRANKlIN J.SCHAffNER
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Ready For Homecoming
Boise State returns to Bronco
Stadium this ~turday for the final
home game. of the 1978 season,
and a reunion with the Idaho
Vandals, for BSU's homecoming
contest. The series stands at 4-2~1
In favor of Boise State. This is the
only afternoon game of BSU's
seven home game schedule. The
annual in-state rivalry Is a sell-out.
VVhlle Idaho had a rough time
with Weber State last Saturday,
dropping a 51-6 contest, the
Broncos were tussellng with a
motivated Idaho State team, and
needed a 2O-yard field goal by Ed
Thomas with only seven seconds
remaining In the game, to pull out
a 16-14 win In Pocatello..
"I was very satisfied with the
effort by our footbaJI team," Head
Football Coach Jim Criner said. "I
was pleased with the way our
offensive line made the adJust-
ment to' block their eight-man
defensive front. It took the same
kinq of winning attitude by our
I offense, as the ~fense has shown
this season, to win the game,"
Criner said.
The Broncos put a three game
win streak on the line and try to go
over the .500 mark In league play
against an Idaho Vandal team that
Is very big and very quick. "Idaho
has to be the most physical team In
the conference," Criner said.
"Both the offensive and defensive
lines are glgantlc,and they have
real good speed at the skill
DISCO EVERY FRIDAY NIGRT
8:;30 toMidni,JJt
. $2.50Cowr
Dance or Ice Skating
to" the Latest Disco
ICE SKATING & CO.
1771 Wildwood . (208) 377·1020
...
positions. "
The Vandals are led on offense by
Junior quarterbak Jay GOodenbour
who has completed 57% of his
passes. The running game is
keyed by freshman Terry Idler
who has 82 rushes for 456 yards
and a pair of touchdowns. Idaho
hasa couple of quality receivers In
Jeff Taylor (25 catches for, 451
yards and 2 toUchdowns) and Jack
. Klelrl (23 catches for 263 yards).
Idler Is also one of the Big Sky's
leading. kickoff retumers, averag-
Ing 23.0 yards per retum. 010
Jergo has a 39.6 punting average.
The team ranks fifth In the league .
In total offense with 307.8 yards a
game a sixth In total defense
giving up 376.6 yards a game.
The defense Is led by Rick
Unehan who has 66 tackles and 3
lnterceptlons, At linebacker, Larry
Barker is the leading tackler with
48, while on the line, Brian
Rekofke Is the third leading tacklt!l'
among linemen In the league with
64.
"Jerry Davltch hSs. done an
excellent' job in building the
football program at Idaho and has
developed real pride on the team,"
Criner said. "We anticipate on
Idaho team that will be sky high on
Saturday. "
/
/
'I
HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
DEMOCRAT
DISTRICT 15
Vote fOf
~09·f
IWILL WORK TO REDUCETAXES ON
HOMES WHETHER THE 1.% INITIATIVE
PASSESORNOT." (GUERNSEY)
l'm also for .
Quality Education
Quality living'
PaId for by Roger Guemsey Campaign Commlttee.Vlc 'Gormley, Treasurer
Boise State's volleyball -team coach Falen. .considering the
retumed from the ISU Touma- pressure their under, as Is any
ment over the weekend after team, to win, they~ve handled the
. dropping five matches. transition well. The main problem
Coach Kendra Felen felt the just seems to be. the lack of
tournament offered exciting. consistency, that· Integral element
matches for her team and allowed necessary for victory.
them the opportunity to know that last weekend's venture south
they're capable of plliylng quality added another dilemma to an
out-of-state tearns.· already difficult situation, When
This is stili a young team, and . BSU's top setter, Gale Hamby,
they've Improved .considerably . twisted a knee. The Injury caused
over the season, thouph It may not "her to miss toumament play and
be reflected In their record, 6-19.· \ should sideline here for the rest of
The team has had. a tough time the season.
adjusting to the new concepts, ; In PAC Seven play the Broncos
plays, etc. ushered In by first year are 2-10, meaning post season
engagements are now out of the
plcture, Therefore the remainder
.of the seasonWill be used to stress
team work and develop consis-
tency. With the nucleus of the
team being six JC transfers, the
development of the forementloned
~acterlstlcs should be useful In
solidifying the team for next year. _
A team with the potential to be an
extremely competitive squad in
league play. With this view In
. mind, the future of the volleyball
program at BSU Is perhaps. best
described as one of subtle optlrn-
Ism.
Players cited by Falen for their
noteworthy performances during
the ISU tounament were: Cindy
Simpkins, fielding 24 perfect serve
receptions .and serving 4 aces;:
Tammy Pearson, .with 7 stuff
blocks an_d12 ace spikes; Missy
Bennett with 27 assists; Debbie
Sparks with 27 assists; Susan
Vietti witt. 37 perfect serve reeep-
tlons;and the leading hitter, Laurl
VVhitworth with 13800 spikes.
. ..~d!WEBUY IUSED BJU'VIUl'. WE SELL
GOOD USED HAlUACK EKlOKS
NEARt Y NEW. AND, OR. ~ (lI)
SFARCH SERVICE FOR OUT (J PRINT BOOKS
*Base .price delive.redin .BolS·e . IIOOK MAD~61(j S:A iE 5TBOiSE.I0837112 342·3'6'
Field
Hockey
. BSU's fleid hockey team traveled
to Eugene, Oregon· over the past
weekend, to play the University of
Oregon, Oregon College of Educa-
tion, and Pacific Lutheran Unlver-· .
slty In matches.
Boise State won It's first game
Friday night by trounchlng PLU 5-1
on goals by Ann Byrant (2), Sue
Shank and .Donna Weast. The
assists carne from Twyla Bulcher
with 2 and Byrant with one. The
goal unaccounted for, was score by
Bryant and Shank, as their sticks
slmultanoously hit the ball . Of
the game coach Jane Von Wasserr
hove said, "The forwards were
moving the ball extremely well
and our defense played an 'excep-
tional game. Our goaIee didn't
touch the ball once."
The next morning the Broncos
awoke to a typical drizzly cold,
foggy Oregon day. "We didn't
playas well as the first {lame, but
It was good enough to win;" sald
Von Wassenhove, commenting on
. her teams' 1-0 win over OrElj:lon
The all-new Ford Mustanqfrom
Bob Rice Ford
Volleyball
I
Bob Rice Ford 3150 Main Street - 342-6811
,
Make this your most exciting year
with Mustang '79. The New Breed.
Test driveit today. Feel it slice the
wind. Flatten corners. Check
exhilarating options like Michelin
TRX radials plus a specially tuned
suspension package. And the new
Turbocharge 2.3 litre engine.
Mustang makes it happen. Make it
happen with you.
'79 MUSTANG
- $4335.°0·
Standard equipment: 2.3 litre 2V
4·cyL engine. 4-speed manual
transmission floor-mounted shift
• Rack and pinion steering
• Front disc brakes. 'And more.
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Collego of Education. The lone
goal was scored by Shank on a
corner. Twyla Bulcherwascredlted
with the assist when she hand
stopped the ball for Shank.
Then carne the Bronco's match
with powerful University of Ore-
gon. the game was played In a
torrential down pour, on rain
slickened astro turf. BSU drew
first blood on another long corner
score by Shank, this time assisted
by Sheri Ward. But U of 0
managed to tie the score before
the 'half ended.
In the second half the Ducks-
pUched through two more scores
While shutting out the Broncos.
"Oregon had exceptional stick.
work, we played well and It was an
exciting game from a spectators
perspective." said Von Wasserr
hove.
. The BSU field hockey team, with
·an Improved 4-&2 seasonafter the
three game tournament, heads
Northwest once again for touma-
ment rnatchee on the centra!"
Washington CampusInEII9l1fJburg-.
5 1kUD, • s 5 .5£111 ,
ssu KEGLERS SCORE WILL AT WSU
TOURNEY grades 1-12. Clasaesmeet for five dayii:Registration fee of $10.00. Transporta-
tion available to and from Bogus Basin.
For funher Information, call 384-4488,
or 384-4219.
FIRST ROUND TOURNAMENT PLAY
Plaza players 13
Fighting Gamecocks II
Opls 1
LOS Institute 0
The. ,Champlonahlp game will bo
played Monday OCtober 30th between
Plaza's Players and Opla to decide the
Fall 1978 Softball Championship.
SPORTS ROSTERS DUE
These have been set for rosters to be
turned In and play to begin.
Coed Cross Country Run-rcsters due
November 3 and the run will taka place
November 4 at 10:00 am. Pick up course
and InstrlK:tlons In G203A of the big
Gymnasium.
Men's basketball, women's volleyball
and men's volleyOOlI rosters are all due
Friday, November 3 B\ noon with play
beginning the week Of November 6th.
All those Interested In refereeing
volleyball or basketbal contact the
Intramural office G 203A or' call
385-1131.
Pleasecheck room G 203A In the Main
, gym for further Information, rules and
rosters or call 385-1131.
jock scraps must be at least 28 years of age.WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Players must be at least of high school
greduate age. Sign-ups bogln Novem-
ber 6. Team registration foe of $35 due
by November 29. A maximum of 32
teams may register, 'and we divided
Into fun and competitive leagues, Play
begins December 11 on Tuesday and
Thursday at Fort Boise Community
Center.
SKI EQUIPMENT PICK-UP
Anyone Interested In getting rid of old
ski equipment and supporting a good
cause at the same time may do so by
calling the Outdoor Programs Office of
the Boise City Recreation Department
at 384-4488 or 384-4219: Equipment
will be picked up at your home and sold
at the SKI FAIR, November 10, 11 and
'12. All proceeds will be donated to the
Bogus Basin Racing Alliance. "
For more Information, contact the
Outdoor programs Office of the Boise
CIty Recreation Department.
JUNIOR ALPINE SKI SCHOOL
Registration begins November 20 for
the first session of Junior Alpine Ski
School, sponsored by the Boise City
Recreation Department, beginning Jan-
uary 8. Open to all ability lovels In
The BSU Men's and Women's Bowl-
Ing Teems traveled to W811hlngton
State UnIVlll'slty for the' annual Wash-
Ington State Invitational, and ftnlahed
stronger than many teams of tile past.
The tournament, held the weekend of
OCtober 27-28, drow eight men's and
elght women's teams, from around the
NorthW8llt.
In the women's division, BSU tood the
lead from the opening game, and'
coasted to victory In both the team
event and the team all events category.
Leadlng'the women to victory were
Mary Shafer (1et place In all ovents, 3rd
place In singles) and Julie Brown (2nd
place In slngl09). Other members of the
womoo's team mal\lng the trip ware
Cora Schumacher, Norma Gledman,
and lori Engstrom.
In the men's, category, the BSU
quintet pieced 2nd, In team all events.
Leading the men were Mike Taylow (1st
place In all ovents) and RllI1dy Imal (tst
place In singles). Others mal\lng the
trip with themen's team ware Doug
Sirucek, Chris Lowe. and Jim Wolfe.
O-oarall for the BSU Bowling Team,
won overall honors as the traveling
trophy came home with Boise State for
the first time In the history of the WSU
tourney.
The next competition for the Bowling
Team will be the Montana Stale
University Invitational on November
17-18.
BSU'S ,MINTER, HOGAN AND
SARETTE IN NCAA STATS
Boise Stato University has three
football players In NCAA Division 1AA
stllllstlcs this week.
Sophomore tailback Cedric Minter Is
2nd In the nation In all-purpose running
with 147.5 yards a game. He's alllO3rd
In the nation In rushl~g with 135.1
yards a game.
Senior place kicker Tom Sarette 15
loading the nation In field goals per
game, averaging 1.14 field goals a
game. Junior quarterback Hoskin
Hogan Is 8th In the nation In passing"
averaging 10.4 ecmpeuona per game
and 146.5 yards a game.
said he's 8tlll looking for more scoring
mileage out of his forwards.
BSU returns elght lettermen to the
basketball court .tnls season with four
Junior college players and a freshman.
The season opener Is Nov. 18 at home
against the Australian All-Star team.
BSU then takes to the road for a tough
early seesen challenge against UCLA
(Nov. 24), Utah (Nov. 25) Ilild Santa
Barbara (Nov. 27).
Sosson basketball tlckats go on sale
Wednesday, Nov. 1 In the BSU Varally
centor. Tickats are $39.00 for fourteen
home games.
5-MAN BASKETBALL
The Bronco team Is5th In total offense
with 388.8 yards a game. They are 8th
In pass offense (156.9) and 9th In rush
offense (231.9).
BOB MACAULEY NAMED TRI~DEF-
ENSIVE PLAYER OF THE WEEK IN
BlllSKY
Senior Strong Inside linebacker Bob
Macauley of Boise Statll has been
named trl-player of the weok for all BSC
defensive players this week.
Macauley shares the honor with
Weber State's Dennis Duncanson and
Northom Arizona's Roy Smith.
Macauley hod 10 tackles, 3 fumble
recoveries, 1 Intorcoptlon and 1 hurried
pass against Idaho State In a 16-14 win
this past weekend.
BSU - BASKETBALL PRACTICE
MOVES INTO THIRD WEEK.
"We'll be going back and working on
some of the skills he began with," BSU
Head Basketball Coach Bus Connor
said otter two full weeks of basketball
practlce, "We have hod some break-
downs and lost some concentration, IlO
we're going to pick up on that this
week," Connor said. "We're learning a
lot of new offense and we want to make
sure our players have picked It up.
Connor said the team has been playing
strong around tho basket and hopes
that will continue during this third week
of pro-season drills.
_ According 10 Connor, 6-7 sonlor conter
Soan McKenna has been playing the
most consistent on the squad. Connor
Organlmtlonat meeting on November
13, 7:30 prn at Fort Boise Community
center. Registration fee: $150 per
toam. REGISTRATION DEADliNE:
NOVEMBER 23. league play begins
November 27. Official and score-keeper
applications with the exception of the
Slow Break League, In which players
For 011 you girls going to the
Homecoming dance, ond even
those who oren' t!
We've got a great selection of
corduroy pants that start from only
$11,and a lot of good looking poly-
gabardine ones too. They range
from 12.99 to 14.99.
o~SALE MOW
3 PC PANTSUITS
IN POLY •GAD'''7 88 Sizes10-20
~G Reg. 3299
Cm .~Country
and I lust don't expect them .to
have a bad race at the regional.
: I'm confident thatthey'!1 give it
ieverything they've got, and that's
:a11 you can ask."
I Commenting further about his
-team and they're capabilities,
"We're a really gOOdteam right
now, stili I think our prima is two
years away. If we mature as
runners and add quality people
each year, we have the Capability
of being a great team, an extra-
ordinary group. Everyone aspires
to be a.national caliber runner or
team and I think we have that
potential with continued develop-
ment," DalhstromsaJd.
Reguardless of how the Boise
State team does at the regional
meet perhaps the most significant
tribute paid to the team and it's
individual members was in Dahl-
strom's final comment, "I'm ex-
tremely pleased, with everyones
development and hard work, yet
beyond that, I have to say that this
is the best group of people I've
ever worked with In anysituation."
BSU's women's cross country
team, coached byBasil Dahlstrom,
will run against a field of more
than twenty Northwest College
teams in Seattle on November 4th
for the Northwest College Wo-
men's Sports Association (NCW-
SA) Region Nine Cross Country
Championships. "
The' Bronco season has been
highly successful with victories
over the University of Montana,
four teams; Montana State, BYU,
Whitworth, and Wyoming, at the
MSU Invitational and a 19,40 win
over the ISU team.
The traveling team will be com-
posed entirely of freshman eligi-
bility runners, other than "veter-
an" Cindy Jorgensen. Those mak-
Ing the trip North are twin sisters
Judy and Jody Smith, Beth Rup-
precht, Cherry Gardner, Gall
Smith and Leslie Bastaln.
Commenting on the large field of
runners and meet favorites Dahl-
strom stated, "There should be
approximately 150 runners, unless
the cOurse has constricted areas,
we'should have no problem with
the large field of runners. If we
run wall, - we'll do well, the
competition will be fierce ..Oregon
Is highly favored. Harrier maga-
zine ranked them number four in
the nation in a Jlre-season poll.
The University of Washington
team was fifth ranked. Following
those two, it will. be tight among
Boise State, Montana State, and
Spokana Community College.
We're improving every week -
, we're right up there with the top
teams and I'm delighted.' Region
Nine is the second toughest in the
country." '
From the Seattle Regional Meet,
the top three teams will advance 10
Nationals In Denver on Nov. 18th.
Individual runners among the top
twenty-one finishers will also ad-
vahce to the national meet.
Noting the youthful content of his
squad Dalhsterom said, "We're
still a young team typically with a
young squad you're unsure hoW,
they'll react week after week, but
this team ~ been very consistent.
We haven't had any bad races,
Have it your way-a suit with a
matching vest or coordmcted shirt.
Very sleek, now in polyester
gabardine. Machine washable
and dryable.
Sizes 14if2 ·24 if2
keg. ~4.99 ~OW 29.88
Also a very large selection of Jr.
pants, tops, and sweaters from 4.99.
Visa & Mastercharge accepted
and no charge for layaways
p_Audrey's
<'1' , E Dp. .. ..
~~rvAfJWTUi.£AV
~ 5i20l:tanklln
LiVfII Music
Miner"ll EHchanf:!le
Clear Sky
Nov. 3,4,5,
Hale. in thm Wlia~S
Black Rose
Dan::;·::~~." _. __.2-__.~._.1 ... .-rm
,~ ~'fi1'g/D)~ ~.n©- Qilrm~Q~·"@DW-" n~'''~~\,
DINNER MENU
Chicken
Salmon
Halibut
Top Sirloin 12 oz. '
New York Cut, 12oz.
Ham Steak
all ,dinners served With baked
potaWand homem~e soup
,$3.50
5.95
5.95
7.95
8.95
3.95
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NCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANN
UNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS AN~
FRIENDS OF THE BOISE
PUBLIC LIBRARY
FOUNDATION NAMES NEW
TRUSTEES .
"Wings" Is coming tCI Bol..
"Wings." the flnlt film to win an
Academy Award back In the' days of
silent movies. Is coming to Boise for
. one performance on Monday. Nov. 13,
at 8:00 pm In the hl8torlc Ada-Egyptian
theatre. Gaylord Carter will play the
pipe organ to accompany the action In
this famous film about aviators and
their girl friends In World War I.
Star of the movie Is Clara Bow, Ihe "II
Girl" of the Roaring Twenties, with
Charles Buddy" Rogers and Richard
Arlen also headlining. Young Gary
CooJl'll' has a bit part as cadet White,
and Hedda Hopper (later a famous
Hollywood columnist) Is In the movie.
"Wings" Is full of real plane crashes,
dog-fights, big bombing raids, hun-
dreds of canvas-covered Vintage planes
and exciling battles, It took Paramount
a year to film this movie, In Ihe days of
1927 when a couple of weeks was
standard. Tickets for the benefit are:
$4 adults, $2.50 eenlor citizens. stu-
dents and children. Out-of-towners can
send a check to the Egyptian Founda-
tion, Ada Theatre, 700 Main st., Boise,
83702and pick up Ihelr tlckets the nIght
of the performance. Doors open. at 7
pm. Advance tickets are available from
the Idaho Hlsiorlcal Museum, Ada box
office, Holsinger Music (Hillcrest),
Boise Music (Weslgate), and Dunkley
Music. Tho show Is family entertaln-
ment and Is being sponsored by the
Egyptian Foundation,' a non-proflt
group formed' to save the historic
theatre and plpo organ.
COLLOQUIM AND PEDAGOGICAL
PROGAM 1978-1979
Faculty. students, slaff and fami-
lies are cordially Invited to atlend
Ihe free Sunday afternoon pro-
lIrams scheduled In tho auditorium
of the Boise Public Library. spon-
sored by Ihe Friends o.f Ihe BPL.
Tho flnlt program Is scheduled for
Nov. 12 at 1:3O'pm. II will be a
filmed lour of the British Isles and
Western Europe by Mr. and Mrs.
Max Sarvis who spent seventy days
on the actual journey.
Tha FRIENDS Is a non-protlt
organization Ihat Implemonts the
services of tho public library as
needed. Ono of their oUlstandlng
successes has been Ihe establish-
ment of the Junior ureat Books
Program In some of the public and
private schools In Bolsa, Meridian,
and other Idaho eltles. For addl·
tlonal Information on the Junior
Great Books and Leaders lrelnlng
Labs, contact Ms. Mardi Keen,
375-8234.
Eleven new trustees and one new
dlractor have been selected 10 serve
on the Boise Stale University
Foundation, Inc. The new director
Is Tom MacGregor. presldenl of
MacGregor Triangle Co. He Is
currently presldent of the Bronco
Alhletlc Association.
New truatees named are Hatch
Barret, president, Boise Kenworth
Sales,lnc.;' Vernon Brassey. Slate
senator; Gordon Brookover, presi-
dent, Brookover's, Inc.; louis
Cosho, attorney, Clemons, Cosho,
Humphrey and Samuelson; Samuel
Crossland. executive vice-president
and general manager of Mounlaln
Bell Telephone Co.; David Light.
oxecutlve vlce-prestdent, Chandler
Corp.; Larry McEntee, vice-presi-
dent Asphalt Paving and Construc-
tion co.: and Edward Sullivan,
manager, Campbell and Co., In-
surance.
t
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\ •OARYL SALLAZ IS QUALIFIED *CAPABLE * CONCERNED
"The state of Idaho has no greater responsibility than :0
provide for the education of her youth. The taxpayer's dollar
must be wisely spent to insure that every reasonable effort IS
made to meet the needs and expectations of our students and
their parents,"
PLEASE VOTE NOVEMBER 71hl
Dr. Jerry C. Jose, Assistant Professor
of Spanish and Literature, will present
a paper In Spanish 1 on
?Habla un Teato Franqulsta?" It will bo
pesented November 9, 4 pm In the SUB
Teton Room.
I br t.
r!
Run on into the'Grizzley Bear after the game, where you can
choose fnom a delicious line-up of 19 different toppings to
stack on your pizza. The choices range fnom the old
standards like cheese and sausage, to exotic Portuguese
linguica sausage on JaJapena,or resident foreign delicacies.
Or, you can stili have your "All Time Favorite" such as the
Bear's great Combination or the Klondike Delight. So, let us
help you celebrate Homecoming.
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BREAST SELF·EXAM DAY
Fri., Nov. 3, t - 5 pm, Planned
Parenthood of Idaho Is providing
breast examinations' and teaching
breast self-exam to Interested we-
moot free of charge on a walk·ln
basis. Breast self-Exam Day Is
being offered as part of a two
month Women's Health Care Sym-
posium . sponsored .by Planned
parenthood In an effort 10 educate
the community on Inportant Issues
of women's health. UIJCOITl'ng
events Include a Pap Smear Day
(pap smears, free of charge, open
to tho public). and workshops on
drug and alcohol abuse and mental
health, All events open to the
public and at no charge. For mto
call 345-0760.
BOISE CIVIC OPERA
Boise Slate Studants will have
another opportunity to see the
Magic Flute recently shown on
campus. Boise Civic Opera plans to
show the film Wednesday, Nov. 15
at 7:30 pm at the Intermountain
Gas Hospitality House, 555 S. Cole
Road. Admission Is free and the
public Is Invited ..
BOISE CITY RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
Dance classes for adults and pre-
school children (ages 3-5) will be
held on Wednesdays beginning
Nov. 8. Pre-school classes will be
held at 9:00 am and 10:00 am and
the adult class will be held at 11:00
am, All classes will be held at Fort
Boise Community Center and will
be taught by Lynn Perry. Classes
will run for six weeks, and the cost
for each session Is $5.00. For Info
call 384-4256.
COUNSELING AVAILABLE
The' e will be Counselor s avail-
able au' Ing evening hours, Mon-
day. Tuesday, and Wednesday
evenings. Appointments must be
mado during the day. Call 385-
1601 for Info.
NATIONAL CHILDItEN'S BOOK
WEEK .
Barbara Williams, author and illus-
trator of books for prErschool and
primary school children. will be In
Boise Nov. '13 to IntroCluce the .
National Children's Book Week
obsevances at the Boise Public
Library. For Info or reservalions,
call the IIbrary-384-4421,
SEATTLE FIBER ARTIST TO CON,
DUCT WORKSHOP AT BOISE
GALLERY OF ART
The dates of November 2nd through
4th have been slmedfor a felting
workshop to happen at the Boise
Gallery of Art. The 3-day event will be
conducted by Karen Van Derpool, a
Soattle Fiber Artist. Ms. Van Derpool's ...
experience ranges widely the fiber arts
and her work has been Included In
numerous national and regional Invita-
tional and Jurled oxhlbltlons.
The workshop enrollment Is limited to
12 participants and one need not have
previous textile experience to enjoy this
workshop. The workshop fee Is $28,
Gallery Association members' Is $25.
Prompt enrollment before the workshop
Is strongly encouraged. A supply list Is
available upon registration.
Please direct any Inquiries 10 .the
Gallery by calling 345-8330 or visiting
the Gallery In Julia Davis Park. ThIs
event Is possible through granl support
from the National endowment for the
Arts, a Federal agency. Washington.
DC.
BOISE GALLERY OF ART
ANNOUNCES BEGINNING OF EVEN--
ING FIGURE DRAWING GROUP
On October 31, a weekly figuro drawing
group will begin meeting at the Boise
Gallery of Art. Each Tuesday night,
from 7:30 to 9:30 pm, a model will be
available for anyone wishing to work on
figure drawing In a non-Instructed
atmosphere. Cost will be determined
nightly on a percentage basis of the
model's fee, m:Jalllng that the more
participants, the less the cost per
person.
For Information, contact the "allery,
345-j8330. The Gallery Is open Tuo thru
Frl, 10 am to 5 pm. The Gallery Is open
til 9 on Wed nights because of the free
Wednesday Night Program, and from
noon until 5 on Saturday and Sunday.
The Gallery Is closed on Mondays.
.TKE'S TO RUN GAME BALL
In a version of the tadllional Olympic
torch run, IWO fraternities at oppostie
ends of the state will run the ball fa the
University of IdahO-Boise Sta:e Univer-
sity football game fom Moscow to Boise
,Nov. 2-4'. Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE)
chaptes at both schools are making tho
• un to aisemoney fo St. Jude's
. Chllden's Hospital In Memphis, TOOn.
U-I pesldent Richard Glbb will start
the three-<lay run by carrying the ball
from the Kibble Dome 10 the TKE
house In Moscow. Then teams of
runners from the U-I cnapter will pack
th~ ball to Rlggens, where their
brothers from Ihe BSU house Will lake
over and ~ry It Into Bolso. BSU
president, John Keiser, and Glbb will
join to carry the ball from the BSU TKE
house Into Bronco Stadium just prior to
the 1:30 klck-off on.Saturday, Nov. 4.
TKE chaplers throughout the nation
have adopted St. Judo's as their main
, philanthropic poJect. MemberS In both
cities will go to businesses and Indivi-
duals to solicit pledges for the run. "
With a new halrstyl~, designed
exclusively for you,by thelmagemaker.
Come In and find out how we can help
you be yourself in the best
possible way.
APPOINTMENTS, Day &. Evening,
or a Complimentary Consultation
336·9111
lmagemal<er
./
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~~~~ Feeling Ba
by Dana FarverBOISE STATE HOMECOMING
Homoooming at Boise State Uni-
versity this week Is a blend of
lIOCfal, academic, and sporting.
events that beg8l1 Monday, OCt.
30 8I1d will end Sat .• Nov. 4.
Homeoorillng takes 811 academic
turn on Wednesday when M.ts
arid ScIences Doan, William Kep-
pler talks on cloning at8 pm In tne
SPEC Center.
Winners of the Homecoming
queen. Mr. Ugly, and dlBlln-
gulshed faculty contests will be
announced at the ooncluslon of the
lecture.
Students will' be center BIage on
Thursday, dancing and singing
their way through the "Great
Amerlciill Talent Show. Fifteen
ects will be featured In the show
that begins at 7:30 pm In the
Special Events Centar. In true Ed
Sullivan style, the show will
Include dancers, comedians, YO-
callste, Impersonator'S, and ma-
gicians. Masters of cepemony will
be local radio personalities Don
Kelley and Jack Sr.mstpong.
T1ckOls: $.50 Bludents and $1
gooeral.
The biggest eoclal event of the
week will oome Friday, when up to
2,000 alumni and friends are ex-
pected to gather at the Rodeway
Inn for the annual Homoooming
dance. Students from BSU danee '
classes will be there to demonstrato
forgotten steps as tunes since
8SU's founding In the '1930's ere
revived. Music will begin with the
likes of Tommy Dorsey, then move
to Frank Sinatra, Perry Como,
Elvis, the Bealles. and the Boo
Goes, among others. The dance
begins at 8 pm. Dress Is Informal
and admission Is free.
Sat will begin wlth a pancake
breakfast sponsored by the Alpha
Chi Ornaga Sorority at 7:3G-10 am
In the Student Union 5anck Bar.
Alumni from 1937-78will gather at
the southwest comer of the Stad-:4 Iurn parking lot (comer of Broad-
': way and University Drive) for a
". tall-gale reunion beginning at 11
:J am.
.~ Specall attention will go to classes
of 1937, '47, '57, '67, and m. The
~; lot will be soclloned. off for these
groups. with signs to help alums
locate their ctesses.
Football teams from BSU and the
U of Iwill bring Homecoming week
to a climax when they renew tholr
rivalry In Bronoo Stadium. Klck-ofl
Is 1:30 pm. Prior 10 the game, the
Vilndal marel1lng band will perform
AI half-time fans will be entertaln-
00 by the Nampa ..High School
"i Band. Distinguished faculty,
. Homocomlnll Queen, Mr. Ugly,
and "friend of tho Alumni" wln-
\ ners will be presented. .
." A complete schedule of Home-
" coming events, oomplet with tlckote
;;1 and prJcedetails Is available 8.1 the
:;; SUB Info. Booth, phone 38!>-1448.
;t: OPERA PERSONALITY
;¥:
;;1. The Boise Gallery of An takea great
ts pride In prescnting Boise's well-
g known opera personal ltV, Hope
;~ Evett, In coneen for Wednesday
. Night's Program. Nov. 8, 8.1 8 pm.
.f Ms. Evett's presentation will In-
k clude .a program of arias from
~;. Purcell to Menottl. She presented II
similar program last year at the
:g Gallery to a packed hou3e. The
fit conCer1Is free to the public, llI1d Is
'~ ~~~:I~~I~o~~h~n:dfr:::
{\ Idaho Commission on the Arts.
, BOISE ST!\TE ORCHESTRA
" , The Boise State University Or-
.~. chestra begins Its conCer1 soaoon
~ Sunday, Nov. 5 at B:15 pm In the
Special Events Center with Melvin
L. Shelton conduetlnll. Adm/sslon
for the conCer1Is.$2 for adults and
$1 for students, BSU Bludents.
facultv, staff, and sonlor citizens
are admitted froe of charge.
COMMUNITY SERVICE
ANNOUNC~MENTS
Sen. William Booth (D-Deleware)
will speak on US trade negotia-tiMS
Monday. OCt. 30 from 1:40 to 2:30
pm In the Bannock Room of the
Boise Stille university Student
Union Building. The senator Is a
member of the General Agree-mont
on Trade and Tariffs Team which
has been meetlnll fonlOveral years
In Geneva, . Swit-
zerland. The public hi Invited to
attend.
AAUW PROGRAM
"Fair Is Fair." Title IX In Boise wlll be
the topic presented at the November
ITKlllng of the' BoIse Bninch of the
AmerIcanAseoclstIon of Unlvenllty
Women. The program will begin at 7:30
pm on Monday. November 13, In the
Nez Perce room·on the BSU campus
and all BSU women are eepeclally
Invtted to 8ltend. For further Informa-
talon can Arlene Mori1sat 343-1688.
"I just feel really bacl-It seems
like everything's been going
wrong. I flunked my secondtest hi
Accounting Thursday; mom and
dad called last night and asked me
Itl've been stUdying harcl-I don't
know. I've been haVing trouble
getting to sleep this week, and I
just don't feel like doing anything.
Maybe I'll feel better tomorrow-
who cares, anyway."
How many times have you known
someonewho'd felt that way-how
many times have you felt that way
yourself? loneliness, helplessness
and feelings of despair are as
. common to modem university
campuses as the Satl!rday night
football' game and the Monday
morning final. Boise State Is no
exception.
As Dr. David Tarbet, Director of
the BSU Counseling Center, ex-
plains, these moods are often due
to unrealistic goals and expecta-
tions that parents and students
themselves set up. Parents natu-
rally want their children to suo-
ceed In college, but they may not
understand the price a freshman
nasto pay to rneetthosestandards.
Students may feel they owe their
parents and' themselves great
achievements In their first year of
academic life. Yet those of us
who've undergone that adjust-
ment from high school to univer-
sity life, nomatter how high our
GPS's 'were or how socially popu-
lar .we were, know how difficult
making the change can be.
Freshmen aren't the only ones
. who might experience frustration.
Pressures from hlaher-Ievel cour-
-Feeling Better
sesalOngwith chaJigirig social and
personal lifestyles could straln any
sophomore, Junior or senior. Inter-
personal relationships and that
old, self-defeating search for The
Great Romancealso contribute to
fully staffed with trmned staff
members who really care, and
want to help students learn to deal
effectively with college life. Dr.
Tarbet feels that his personal
orientation toward counseling Is
emphasis In Dr. Tarbet's, and
many other modem counselor's
philosophies. Is that you can take
charge of you life-the days of the
helpless patient Is gone. It's also
Important that the client under-
stands that the counselor Is human
and can be wrong, and that a·
student should not be afraid to tell
him so. Then, if a course of action
they've planned doesn't seem to
be working, they can try another.
This article is the flraWn a series
focusing on the Counseling Center;
its staff and services. If you would
like more informatlon,or would
like to set up an appointment to
talk to one of the counselors call
385-1601.
Students' may feel they owe their parents
and themselves great achievements,
yet the change from high school
can be difficult.
the varying degrees of depresslon
on college campuses. seniors ex-
perience their own partlcular men-
tal hassles in the ordeal of
choosing a career, or facing grad-
uation without any Idea of what
they'll do In the "real world." So,
If you've ever had to deal with
problems like these, or are trying
to cope with them now, you're
certainly not alone-and there is
somewhere to go If you could use
some help roping.
The BSU Counseling Center Is
first, to be a IIstenerfor students
to verball16 their anger or unhap-
piness to. Then, he tries to-show
as many alternatives to their
situation as possible, so that the
decisions are stili theirs. The main
, • •• 11 •••••• 11 ." 11 "
BOISE BOOK FARM
Supplement Your Student Needs
Term Paper, Material, Books, & Notes
826 MAIN STREET OLD ALEXANDERS BLDG.* 342-6909, *. ,
11 n UIU .
Mon., Nov 6 Beginning at 7:00
l ERT Nt HT
Every 15 minutes
some lucky person
will receive a
fREE 'CALVERT T-SHIRT
All Colvert
Drinks
.just1SfC
I
1
1
J 1722.FAIRVIEW
PRESENTS .SOXPAK'"
II _
i
I,
y
SIxpelrol
high-bUlk ORLON'
comfort crew sock ••
A ten doll.r
Chrlslmu wr.p-upl
AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
"DUPONTA-;lll.nld TRADEMARK
A. Six- PO..Ck5.~
fot '1 00
8..fhSt 'Marketplace
405 South 8th Street
.·~uiteB ..lll,
342-0890
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WRIGHT'S CORNER IStump
TRIVIA RAT
And situps 4ud milk o~
maoll6Sia and hiUi!15
myself over too bDad!
Cominq Attrcction
"an ,on 'the Ftoof
Wednesday 'Nov S· ,8:00prll
Staring Carl-Gustaf and
SvenWollter
In the Sub Ballroom
,DOISE I' DOGUS, '
STATE' 'BASIN Day
Mev 8th • 9 am tel.6 pm
SEASON PASSES TO DE SOLD
LODDY -
STUDENT UNIOM DULD6
-
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__i Special Events 'Center ~ov.mlbell'1(;3 ~
i§ Ticketll From SUB Info Booth & 8:00pm . GlI'eootAmeodcan ~
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"Wright's Corner" will -showcase poems and fiction submitted by "its
readers. Poems should preferably be no longer than 26 lines, and fiction
should preferably be no longer than 300 words; all pieces will be evaluated
before publication. Please submit works for consideration, type-written and
double spaced to the A.biter office, second floor SUB no later than the
Friday before the following Wednesday's publication, "Wright's Corner"
will appear subject to availibility of quality m..terial.
by Mark C. Brough
1. At what Los Angeles nlghclub
did Trinl Lopes record his first
album?
2. What T.V. series Involved three
Civil War veterans In search of a
new life In the west?
3. In what film Is this pelce of
dialogue taken from:
RosemaryMprphy: "No one's had
any luck WIth_gardeners since
lady -Chatterley" .
4. _What position dld------
play? A) Phil Rlzzut,o B) Johnny
Antonelli, C) Frank_Mahavollch,
0) John H. JOhnson, E) BaIley
Howell, F) Chuck Howley, G) Joe
Garaglola, .H) JBcques Plante,
I) Johnny Robinson -
5. In what Four season's song
does the girl "Set my hear
'a-whlrl"?
6. VVho played Ann Sheridan's
rrother on "Pistols 'N Petticoats"?
7. What do these Hollywood
personalities have In common?
Peter Lorre, Warner Oland, and
Boris Karloff.
8. who single handedly won the
1931world series for the Sf. louis
Cardnals (against the Phil. athlet-
Ics)?
9. In "Sloop John B," what town
did the Beach Boys run around?
10. Where was the Democratic
Convention held In 1964?
-BUY, SE,LLand TRADE-
New ~nd Used Records Qn~Yopes
We Guarantee What We Sell
Highest Prices Paid For
Your Records & Tapes _
1 ~05 WESY'ID.AH"O - DOISE, IDAHO
OARYL SALLAZ IS QUALIFIED * CAPABLE * CONCERNED
"The stete 01 Idaho has no grQatM responsibility Ihan to
provide lor the education 01 her youth. The,taxpayer's dollar
must be wisely.spent to Insure that every reasonable etten IS
made to meet the needs and expeclations 01our students and
, their parents.'" .
PLEASE VOTE NOVEMBER 7thl
-
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Viewpoint
DON CHANCE INTERVIEW
cONTINUED FROM PAGE I'
taking from the rlch,Jesse James
style, and giving It to the DOOr.,We
don't believe In taking from the
poor and giving It to the rich.
ARBITER: The 1% initiative
prohibits assessors from reassess-
Ing property except after It's been
sold. The type of property most
frequently sold is homes. Would-
n't that work out so that the
percentageof taxes paid by home
~ owners would rise faster than the
percentage paid by business?
~ CHANCE: If you take two houses,
i~~i~n:" l~n~es~::led~~:~
location, ... theone in the more
deslreable location is going to
appreciate more rapidly than the
one In the undeslreable location.
And they (opposition to 10/0) say
'that after a period of years you will
have an unequal valuation In
assessment. That's not true, be-
cause...1978Is the base year from
which they're going to have to
work.
ARBITER: Getting back to the
point of business versus home
taxation, homes are sold more
often than businesses. Wouldn't
assessorsstili have mom oppor-
tunity to raise taxes on homes than
they would on commercial pro-
perty?
'K ARBITER: Jim Auld (head of the
" apartment owners assoCiation) re-'
; cently said that renters should not
expecttheir rents to go down If the'
:!Ii 1% Initiative passes. That being
so, since it (the 1% Initiative)
would take money. away from
socialservices, why shoiJld low-In-
comepeople, renters, vote for It?
because In the city of Pocatello a
$47,000 house, which Is an aver-
agehouse, the taxes on that house
(are)$926. By 1981when Bannock
County Is raised from 70% to
100% of market value, and goes
from 14% to 20% of the assessed
value, and tack on a modest 6%
Inflation, that house is going to be .
worth $59,000. That's going to
take a $26,000 a year Income to
buy It, and I can't see too many
young people buying that house.
We're concernedabout that. I'v1ore
importantly, the taxes are going to
be $1836, Which Is going to be
about a $75 a month increase. So
we will guarantee 'em an increase
in the rent if the 1% doesn't pass.
And Ithink that the tenant has just
as much at stake In the 1% as the
landlord. He should vote for It.
Don Chance is head of the Idaho
Property Owners Association, the
primary group pushing the 1%
initiative.
Counterview
IDAHO CITIZEN'S COALITION
and now finds that they still have
the service costs but much less the
tax revenue.
Another potential big winner If
the Initiative ..Islmplernented,
would be apartment house
owners. The association repre-
senting this group recently let the
cat out of the bag by announcing
their support for the 1% Initiative.
Their spokesperson also said that
renters shouldn't exoeet to receive
reductions In rent If the Initiative
is approved; there was a vague
suggestion that rents would not go·
up as fast as they might without It. .
However, It was evident that
apartment owners Intend to put
the tax cut money In the bank.
It is becoming more and more
apparent that passage of the
Initiative has a partisan political
coloration. Its promoters have
repeatedly said that their decision
to put It on the ballot was
triggered by Governor Evans'
decision' to veto the 8 mil tax
reduction passed by the state
'legislature in the last session.
This bill would have provided the
average homeowner only $28 In
property tax relief. Large corpora-
tions would have been the princi-
pal beneficiaries.
The Property Owners Association
also said that their effort was
strictly non-partisan. Then the.
President of the Association . en-
dorsed Butch Otterin the Republi-
can primary. Now, In their public
pronouncements and in their writ-
ten material, they are sharply
critical of Governor Evans and
complimentary to Mr. Larsen.
Both Mr. Larsen and Mr. Batt
the candidates for Governor and
Lt. Governor on the Republican
ticket, have said they supported
the 1% Initiative and would vote
for it.
AdvOcacy of the 1% plan Is
contlnulnq, although nearly all of
the candidates acknOWledgethat
the initiative Is legally flawed and
doesn't fit the Idaho situation.
This position is being taken
partially to send a message that
there is too much government, and
partially to get on the bandwagon
with a program which a couple of
- months ago looked like a sure fire
Winner, while knowing that legis-
lative action would be required
which could substantially alter the
initiative.
The Property Owners Association
Is saying that If we don't pass the
initliltlve there won't be any
property tax relief. No political
analyst with any acumen would
agree with that. There Is no doubt
that there will be reform of the tax
system; a number of reform
measures were introduced In the
last legislative session, and all
candidates of both parties' are
committed to It. The only question
is will it benefit all of the people,
or only special interests as so
much of the tax legislation' in
recent legislatures has done, and
as the 1% initiative would do.
The Idaho Citizen's Coalition is a
local public Interest .group. Its
interests have been primarily in
the field of utilities, and it has
appeared before the Public Utili-
ties Commission as an intervenor
in several cases.
56'. FAIRVIEW AV.
BOISE, IDAHO 83704:
• SCHOOLS • BUSINESS • CLUBS • TEAMS'
SE Fr6m Portland
DiscoBy S ~DDE:AeM
From 9:00
For Lst 100 college students
a FREE BEER
Ll). will be checked
Admission $2.00
Your Christmas
Wish Card
(Take me to the Cubicle, I'll make Christmas
Shopping so much easier for your friends and
loved ones. Plus, the Cubicle wll! give you a.gift
of 15% off of any purchasejust for filling meout.)
CONTINUED FROM PAGE Ii
these reductions, which in the case
of Idaho Power Co., would be
around 25% of the total.
CHANCE: Your commercial pro- In the case of some Industries,
perty, the market value .ls deter- . this, plus the original tax cut, '
mined, for assessment. purposes, would amount to a sizable windfall
on the basis of the economic gross profit; The Idaho State University
rent. We're silting here looking at Economics Department made an
,the Idaho First National Bank analysis of the effects of the 1%
. building; ,that building sits on limit. . One of their. findings was
52,000 square feet of .land, the that large corporations that export
appraised value put on that is most of their products would
$310,000.That's about $6.~7 per pocket large gains; 'emce their
squaretoot, About a block down products are already competitively
the street Is the Capital One, priced in U.S. or lnternatlonal
whichsits on 65,000 square feel' of markets, there is no reason for
land, ena the valuation placed on them to lower prices and pass the
that is $659,lXlO, and you can tax cut onto consumers.
figure that out to be about $10 a Whether most of the tax cuts for
square foot. You know, I've never utilities and large industry are
had anybody explain to me why passed through to the consumer
there's such a variation between may be arguable. There Is no
those two lots. I've been harping question, though, that the com-
an it for over a year. The Tax munlties In which these plants are
Commission knows about it, the locatedwill seesubstantial erosion
assessor knows about It, the In their local property tax base. In
reappraisal office knows about it; many cases plant location In a
is that what they call uniform " particular place was 'sold' to the
taxation? These people, they're people partially on the grounds
talking to my deaf ear when they that the new establishment would 1(\and under
1" tell me about the 1% Initiative enhance the tax base. The ~
;, beingunconstitutional, not provld- community has expanded its ser- Come and Boogie
" ing uniformity when they do a job ~V:ices~:t~O:acco~~mod~~at:e~t;h:e~g~r~owt~hj!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!~~!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~,,; like that on us and expect us to that accomp nied the new pl t,
" accept it.
CHANCE: I don't speak for the
apartment owners association, but
I can tell you this: we can't make
allY promise that the landlord Is
going to reduce the rent to his
tenant. We don't have any control
over hIm. But-one thing we will
guarantee (to) that tenant, If the
1% passes, maybe not In Ada .~I-----i---+-+--+----r--t-.....-t-;
County, because Ada County was
recently reappraised, but In. the
other 40 countles which have not
been reappraised, hIs rent ls :
gollnago up, that's a guarantes,
Accessories
Description Color Size Price Description Color Size Price
MARDI ,GRAS
6.15 S.. 9th
,II
Adding fun and .new dimensions to your
Christmas and wardrobe.
Now tel/all your friends, your parents, grandparents-, and anyone specIal that I'm waItIng for them tfii.~iaj'U,. CUbicle
520'0 Fairview Minl-ma~I;':;<k;{;" .
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on campus
Elevator Dig Discovers,
Misplaced Powerline~
By K. LIbucha
Two main power cables for the
new wing of the old science
building were unexpectedly un-
covered last week, while workers
were digging the shaft for the new
elevator in thebulldlnq.
The uncovered live wire cable
brought construction of the eleva-
tor to a halt, Paul Ross, the
contractor of the' project said,
"We'fre in a bind now until we get
further instructions from the archi-
tect. "
Chet Shawver, the head architect
of the project for the firm of
Hummel, Jones, Shawver and
MiUer,. said the power lines
"were not where they were shown-
on the original blueprints of the
bUilding." The original contractor
for the new wing of the science
building, now out of
business, put the Wiring In the
wrong place back in 1966, accord-
ing to shawver.
passenger elevators In the two
story bUlldlng~ Accor<1lngto code
adopted by the state; the .,Amari.,
can Standard Speclffcatlons for
Making Building and Facilities
Accessible to, and Usable by, the
Physically Handicapped," the
area of a passenger elevator for
handicapped persons must be at
least 50" x 60" or 63" x 56". The
Internal dimensions of the existing
freight elevator in the science
building are approximately 72" x
78".
The replacement and renovation
of the existing freight elevator In
the building Is due to be finished
shortly after the completion of the
new, centrally located elevator. It
is the opinion of several students
and faculty who use the building
that the bUilding will be brought
up to compliance with building
As a result of the original
contractor's noncompliance to the
architect's blueprlnts,additional
excavations will have to beper-
formed, the power for the Wing of
the building will have to be
Interrupted for a day or two, and
the power lines will .have to be
rerouted around the elevator shaft,
according to Shawver.
Assistant Vice President of Fi-
nancial Affairs, AI Hooten,sald
the pciwer will be interrupted this
weekend "to get the problem
cleared up" on the guarantee that
the cut lines will be operable for
Monday morning's classes. Wheln
asked about additional funding for
the delay and extra work Involved
in the project, Hooten said,
"Hopefully we won't get charged
for the extra work."
Shawver said that the University
would have to be charged for the
additional work performed by the
contractor. He wasn't· sure what
the actual cost would. be, but
offered a rough estimate of about
$1,500 to $2,000.
Meanwhile, several students and
faculty In the building are stili
upset about the inconvenience and JIB
loss of space incurred by the
construction of elevator and con-
tinue to question the need for two
Miss DSlJ Says
Job Is
sically PR""
by Bud Humphrey
Miss BSU's function Is basically
"a public-relations job;" accord-
Ing to Susan Shankweller, wtlo Is
this· year's official hostess for
Boise State University. Shank-
weiler was. selected as Miss BSU
in last April's pageant, and was
second runner-up for Miss Idaho
last summer.
, So far she has appeared as a BSU
r:epresenta.tiveat various univer-
sity ,and charlty·rela.ted events,
such as aetlnq- as starter at a
recent YMCA Jog-A-nll~n and',
greeting dignitaries and alumni at'
homecOming functions. Her obli-
gations are mainly to the ASBSU,
"and so far they've been keeping
me busy," she said.
For her efforts she has been
rewarded to some extent: scholar-
ship money. totalling $1200 has
been awarded to her from the Miss
BSU and Miss Idaho contests. In
addition, she has received gifts.
from local businesSes, such as a
2O-week course from a modeling
codes for handicapped accesslbl!ty
If the elevator is replaced In the
existing shaft with push buttons
lowered for wheel chair students.
Handicapped student Stuart Salo,
who .has classes In the sclence
building, said, '" do agree that
there is a need for an elevator that
is more easily accessible, but I
don't see the need for two eleva-
tors."
Geophysics student Mike Hiner
said, "I think the slogan two for
the price {If one Is a waste of the
taxpayers' money."
AI Hooten said that since the
$80,000 had already beenallocated
to bring the building up to
compliance, and since Shawver's
firm had offered acontraet to build
a new elevator and replace the
existing elevator for $80,000 total,
that the job should be completed.
school and a portrait by. a photo-
graphic studio. "I entered the
pageant mainly for the SCholar-
ships," she noted, "and my
college is paid for now."·· . ,
The Miss BSU.a,nd MIsS Idaho
pageants are connected with the
Miss America pageant, which Is
geared toward women In college.
"These are always called scholar-
ship pageants - it's not the MIs.s
Idhao of Miss BSU Beauty Pag-
eant," pointed out Shankweiler.
"People seem to have a stereo-
type of those who compete In
pageants like this," she com-
mented. "They thlnkof the bleach-
ed blonde Barbie Doll type who
wiggles for the judges. That type
doesn't make It In these pag-
eants." Shankweiler noted that a
good deal of the consideration for
. the titles comes from .pe&nal
interviews with the judges, which
attempt to find out Whether' the
contestant Is "personable and has
pride In herself."
The beauty competition Is not
inappropriate, though, said Shank-
weiler. She said the judging Is
based "not so much on whether
the girl is beautiful, but whether
she has enough prldS to keep
herself poised and looking nice.
"No matter what you do, you're
.going to have to live' up to
someone else's standards. I don't
feel put upon, or false, juSt
because I was judged by someone
else's standards, II she said.
"Sometimes, I get the question,
'Don't you feel like you're putting
women down?" ... 1 think these
pageants are helping young wom.\
en get a better education, II said
Shankweller.
. The 20-year-old communication
major said she plans to use the
experience as Mlss.BSU toward a
futu~e career In public relations,
and "this Is a great opPortunity to
find out If I really enjoy that kind
of thing. So far, I do. II
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B.A. programs In German and
Spanish.
Will Elliott, Music: "Assuming
we had the same number of
students in the degree programs,
there Is no way we could sustain
eecredltatlon. "
Dr. AI McMillan, Accounting and
Data Processing: cutting faculty
and graduate assistants, elimi-
nating the night program and
cutting back the number of stu-
dents "by about 56 per cent."
Dr. Marvin Clark, Business Edu-
cation: equipment and supplies for
Classrooms and offices would be
"severely cut back," with operat-
Ing expenses alsoreduced,
Dr. John Jensen, Teacher Educa-
tion: "We have to do a lot of
things - student supervision and
other programs necessary for
training teachers... that we can't
stop .doing. There's not much
money to cut that doesn't go into
faculty. "
Dr. John Phillips, Psychology:
"It would be devastatlng-our
major program would be severely
affected. There's so many person-
nel in our department, and so little
else to cut." .
JoAnn Vahey, Registered Nur-
sing:· possibly, cutting operating
expenses; If faculty is cut, enroll-
ment will have to be cut by 10
students per Instruetor,as die-
ta.eo 'by aocredltlng agencies and
"local clinical agencies."
The vocational-technical school
has a/i"eady undergone a similar
zero-based b.udget procedure and
Is net Involved In the present
exrcise, noted director Don Miler.
"
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
year out' of ·about 160. from its
English Composition program, cut
all part-time faculty, eliminate
three full-time faculty positions,
dropone of Its two secretaries, and
lose its summer program. "We
could no longer meet the require-
ments for major accreditation, for
an English major, or - for the
secondary education program,"
he also noted. Brooks further
mentioned that the other academic
end would be threatened as well,
since the developmental composi-
tionand English as Second lang-
uage programs would be under-
staffed at the 85% level.
"People who are not Involved In
theactual educational proessseem
to think a 15 per cent cutback can
be done purely quantitatively, just
be reducing the number of people
Involved. They don't always see
new It affects the quality of what
you're trying to do," said Brooj<s.
How several other department
heads handled the exercise:
Jack Dalton, Chemistry: cutting
one faculty member, a part-time
secretaryand all student help, and
effectively eliminating the equip-
ment and maintenance budget;
establishing a labfee for aJllab
classesof $7 -10, or $15 to rebuild
the equipment budget. "We'd
haveto cut enrollments to even get,
by with that," said Dalton.
Dr. John Robertson, Foreign
Language:eliminating the depart-
.mentchalrman, a part-time French
teacher and all upper-dlvlslon
believes legislators should
represent people and should -
not be obligated to particular
groups.
Ken has declined to accept contributions from
organizations. He has gone door to door to ask people
their concerns. He supports:
"LOWER PROPERlY TAXES.
"If the Initiative passes, It must be Implemented so
people get real relief, and vital services are maintained.
If It doesn't pass let's exempt $15,000 of the value of
farms, homes, arid businesses" and give a correspond-
Ing rebate to renters."
"QUALITY EDUCATION.
"People are asking 'for better use of tax dollars, not
massive cuts in schools or .unlversttles. The legls!ature
must see that people get property tax relief Without
crippling, education."
" A PUC FRIENDLY TO CONSUMERS.
"Tens of millions are at stake every year In declslcns
rnade by the Public Utilities Commission-.I support the
conflrmatlonof Bobert Lehaghen to another term.
Lenaghen recognizes the Interests of consumers in pUC
decisions. "
fluent in English have more of a
choice of prospective schoolsin the
United'States to choose from, so
Boise State University would not
be able to get as many (oreign
students.
The University has not establish-
ed its priorities as far as budget
cuts go if the one percent Initiative
passes next Tuesday. Spafford
said. "It dependson how much we
value the presence of foreign
students on campus." Of course,
Spafford points out, these students
take up more time and therefore
money per capita than the average
student, but the broadened inter-
national perspective, awareness
and appreciation of diverse cul-
tural backgrounds Is doubtless
beneficial to the University.
If the University is faced with a
financial crunch and the Inter-
International Exchange
In Doubt Over 1'0
by, K. Libucha
Associate Dean of Admissions
and Records, Steve Spafford, is
, not.exactly sure what the conse-
quences of the one percent initia-
tive will 00 on the international
foreign student program at Boise
State University but says, "It
could very well 00 in jeopardy."
Presently the University offers a
foreign student program serving
74 students from 33 countries plus
several permanent residents from
other countries which bring the
total number up to approximately
125-135.
Spafford says, "If any significant
cuts are going to 00 made at the
UniversitY,student services will
'be the first to go." The program
for International students offers
many services such M orientation
programs, counseling services In
the areas of financial, social and
cultual adjustment, academic ad-
vising, and organization of foreign
student activltl~
The English Department, also
offers an English as a Second
Language (ESl) for those foreign
students that do not already speak
English. This makes admission of
forelgn students easter, whereas If
this service were cut or eliminated,
the selection for admission wou!d
00 limited mostly to those who are
'fluent In English. According to
Spafford, those student ~o. are
It's time for a change II
in District 16.
Ken Robison
10.'StQte Senate
Dist... 6
'His Special interest is the people.'
national students program must
00 drastically curtailed, numerous
services and counseling may have
to be cut. Spafford said, "If you
eliminate these services, you can't
ethically have them here." If the
program's budget is severely cut
becauseof the one percent Initia-
tive, the result would be elimi-
nating the admission of foreign
students and loss of a significant
cultural resource at Boise State
University.
As yet, Spafford says, It is not
~r lW,l what the .Unlverslty~sprior-
ities will 00, but during a fiscal
crunch year perhaps foreign stu-
dents are a luxury the University
.may choose to eliminate. Regard-
lessof what happens, Spafford will
dowhatever hecan to malntaln the
present student services offered In
the international student proqram.
, Paid by Robison for Senate Co~mittee, Vivian Klein, Chairman.
A. fairer share of the higher
education dollar for DSU
Property tex relief for home"
owners and renters.
Use aU of the sales tQX for
fiducation as we were led to
believe when we approved
the sales tax.
\'
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Certain parts of an ASBSU senate
bill maybe Illegal If put Into effect,
and another may be Impractical,
aa:ordlng to Bill Snyder, ASBSU
attorney. Snyder met with VIClr
president SteVe Botlmer and sev-
eral senators Tuesday to deter-
mine the legal implications of
senate bills t#6 and #7, which deal
with fiscal policy. The bills were
on the agenda for a final reading In
today's senate meeting.
.A section of bill t#6 providing for a
salary cuts for all personnel within
a department of the ASB If the
department overspends Its budget
muld be Illegal, unless each
person Involved signed a contract
ASBSU
with the ASB specifying the condi-
tion, said Botlmer. He aleo stated
Snyder had reservations about the
practicability of a section speclfy- .
Ing salary bonuses in case a
department spent less money that
projected, though It muld be
legal. "We're not mrklng with
that much money," he said. ,
The bills had been reviewed by
the ASBSU judiciary last Thursday
and merited a similar opinion.
They are scheduled for a thlrd
reading today, but senator Joy
rvt;Lean said she expects torecaJl
it to committee before the reading,
In order to revise the fiscal policy
program.
8enllle Report, Oct. 25:
Constitutional Amendment 14,· mak-
IngWl editorial ChWlge In Article V,
Sec. 2, to reffect the ASB Tr_urer's
appointive stElUS, was approved In Its
second reading •.
A reectutlon urging the wters 01 Idaho
"To deleat the 1% Initiative" W88
passed 12-2, with. cella Gould WId
Richard Trevino dissenting.
President Perez reported that a rom-
mittee had been formed to look Into the
lealllbUity 01 a student credit union,
with senator Jerry Ostermiller lIS
cnalrmen. Perez also said that public
relatlOIls director Pat Thomason was to
meet with Boise public school olflclals
on ticket policies lor high school evonts
In Bronco Stadium. Perez lurther
reported on the SCience Building .eleva-
tors and a possible disruptive student
policy.
V1C&1lresldent Botlmer noted Senate'
Bills 116 and '7, dealing with ffscal
policy, were to go belore the JudiCiary
the next day; Botlmer appointed
senator Greg Easter to· the Financial
Advisory Board with no dissent.
Treallurer Hansen reported the ASB
general budget stood at $4,287.16.
Hanllefl e1so recommended that Wly
plans for a senior photo album, In the
ebsenCe 01 a yearbook, be discarded ali
unfeasible.
The ad-hoc eommlttee on tho 1%
Initiative onnounoed plans to organize a
relly .agalnst the proposition on the
steps 01 the Idaho Statehouse.
Margaret Ward resigned lromhor "
position as senator lrom the School of
Education.
The senate meats overy Wednesday at
4:00 p.m. In the Sonale Chambers on
the II8lXlf1dfloor 01 tho SUB. Students
are encoUraged to attend.
~.~}~~1~JI.$lItt~~.
.~~ Clothing ~~t-.
latest Styles
Offering 10% Discount
to BSU,Students
Layaway 20%- Down
'103,2 Broadway
1 Block South of Staduim
r
CAMPUS "'
l APSULE~
ACADEMIC
AlIIt1calSCience laglalailvelntemshlp
applications lor the Idaho legislative
B8SiIlon beginning In January will be
accepted until November 8. Those
Interosted should oontllCl Dr. Dennis
QlmghUO In the Political SCience
offloo, l275 Brady sr., 385-3391.
Thirty faculty members have been
hired. by .Bolse State Unlvorslty lIS
replacements lor previous members 01
the staff.
Among the now laces are:. Kenneth
Balm, marketing & management; Ron-
ald Baldner, vo-tech; Bruce Browawlch,
radiologic . technology; Corwin Lee
Brown, vo-toch food sarvlce; Cynthia
BrownlllTllth, Ph.D., psychology; Ste-
phen Bu~, A.B.D., theatre arts; Sheila
Charlson, nursing; Furloy Chandler,
vo-tech; Garvin Chootaln, Ph.D., psy-
Chology; Billie Don Cox, lICOOuntlng;
Dennis Flynn, Ph.D.,. economics; .RI-
Chard Fegan, managemant & IInance;
James Felton, vo-tech; Kendra Fallin;
women'a athletlcu; Roy Fox, Ph.D.,
english; Kathleen Francis, nursing;
Felix Heap, Ph.O., art; William Hess,
Ph.D., teacher education; carol Lad-
wig, womon's athletics: Suzanne
McCorkleLPh.D., communications;
Bruce Munk, rlldlologlc technology;
carol Rlnnart, Ph.D., oogllflh: James
Saunders, geology & geophyslcu; aer-
. ald SChroeder, D.M.A., music; carol
seddon, e1l1ed health: Elizabeth Sims,
1Ie1IlO1l,parent facilitator project: C.
David Stout, aocJllI work; Cheryl Tho-
mllBOll, art; eric 'Yensen, Ph.D.,
biology •
ETCETERA
-There Will be a Healing Arts Festival' -
In tho NllZ Perce Room In the Student
Union Building on the weekend 01Nov.
10th, 11th & 12th. The theme Is "Tho
Synergy of Health" and topics Include:
e1tomatlve lorms 01 healing WId health
philosophy. Our speakerll this year
Include Sun Boar and Wabun from the
Boar Tribe Medicine Society, Linda
O'Hara 01 the Atlantis Foundation, llJld
mOllYpromlnoot loceJ healers.
The programs begin Friday night at
7:30 p.rn., WIdoontlnue through Satur-
day and Sunday alternoon. Indlv!dual
tickets are $2.50 and up and non-mem-
bers can enjoy the entire Wllllkond for
only $35.50. For tickets or Information,
oontllCl Inner Forum at 345-ll899 or
377-4451.
A representative of the Peace Corps-
Vista will be on campus Tuesday and
Wednesday, Nov. 7th and 8th. The'
recruiter will be avellable at a table In
the Student Union I,Dbby on November
7th to provide Information 011 these
programs. An Informational 111mwill
be shown In the Clearwater Room of the
SUB at noon on that dato.
On November 8th, tho recruiter will
oonduct Individual Interviews with In-
tormted persons In the Career &
Flnanclal Services office. Penlons
seriously Interested In these agencies
flhould oontect tho career & Financial
Services olfloo In edvlll1CG01 that dulo .
to am:nge an Intervlew appointment.
II you Or your organization has news 01
evants er lICOOmpllflhrnentson campus,
send them to campus Cllpsule, Arbiter
office, er call 385-1464. WrltlllJl
ref_ 8IIouid be typed, double
spaced, and not more than 150 words In
length. Please submit Itams by 5:00
Friday belore each Wednesday publica-
tion.
-Senate Bill May Be
Illegals Says Flttarney
ORGANIZATIONS
David Thompson, State Coordinator of
Trells In the Parks and Rllcreatlon
Department, will speak on present ond
future wlld(lffless WId crtlSlHXluntry ski
. tralls In Idaho, Thursday, Nov. 2nd at
.7:30 In the SUB Teton Room. This
lecture Is sPOn.sored' by the BSU
Conservationists.
121Club .Pro~dly Presents
A & M Recording Artist
Also With
t:I
.SD Relv.
5.51:1 DayOf
Shaw
i t
121 Club
u et
Nick.ladean
MUllic War-k •
.--The 121 Clubl;tishe.§. to -thank everyone who
participated witlithetwo SOLDOUI' Bights
with SNAIL Thanks 1 .121 Club' 3632 ChiDden Blvd .336-9613
. .
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� Patrick Cox
Environmental Economics
the natural processes that adjust
for the disturbances In tbe natural
~Id, whether It Is the world of
plants or animals. No matter what
the situation, eventually a new
equilibrium Is reached and .me
disturbance Is nullified or asslml-
latect The ecology Is self-main-
taining. The fact that we exist Is
proof that something, Is working.
Despite the human proclivity to
des'iroyand enslave one another,
we're stili around. That's pretty
powerful evidence.
But despite the evidence, human
beings stili like to think that
everything depends on them.
\MIen the air gets so bad that we
are forced by the forces of equlll- .
brium to clean It up for our own
- The "environment". In one four
syllable word,the whOle natural
\florid Is reduced to a receptacle for
I the consequences of human action.The cosmos, the universe In all Its
Infinite diversity and-Integrity has
become the "environment," just
some place for people to live In.
Human arrogance tums every-
thing that It encounters Into a
decoration. Entire mountain
chains and ancient beaches be-
come places. to spend vacations.
Rivers and forests become vend-
:Ing machines that dispense re-
sources. Somehow we seem to
forget that time and space both
predate the- human race and
neither are dependent on It.
i-.arlv In life, Iwas Impressed by
Channel Opened With
Moscow, Pocatello
It prohibits the Introduetlonof
technology that would make an
enterprise more valuable to the
society by refusing any of the
benefits to the Innovators. we
sake, then we take credit for clean must all be satisfied with 7% even
air. W1en we kill so many of a though 7% to some one making
particular type of animal that our $10,000 Is $700 while 7% to
own consciences force us to pro- someone making $100,000 Is
tect them, we take the credltfor $7,000. That is notwhat I would
saving a species. It seems' that call justice. If' dema.'ld for a
people ought to realize that things product Increases, it cannot be
work better without them. . sold to the user that can prove that
Last week the President asked, or he can put It to the best use by
threatened us to keep wage aold paying more for it. Once Interter-
price increases down below 7%. I ,ence with the natural system
don't doubt his sincerity but I am ' starts, It begs for more. With a
amazed, Wages and prices, are potentially profitable innovation or
signals In the same way that green recreation limited In price, some-
fields and autumn frosts are one must decide who Is to get the
signals to the rest of the animal benefit and It goes on and on.
world. To retard, the natural Oh, .glorious human judgment
movement of wages and prices Is that brings nations Into wars and
to destroy the dynamics of Infor- subsidizes monopolies. Despite
mation generation. It denies the the witness of history that shows
worth of initiative. No matter how the triumph of Individuals and the
Much 'more an individual pro- blundering of those- who would
duces, he Is limited to the rate of rule, we just cannot seem to stop ,
Inflation. The caste system of thinking that we know how the rest
India could not be more effective o!J9ht to live and wt>.at is good for
In freezing the mobility of society. them. The President asks for
• cooperation. I ask for hlscoopem-
tlon. Stop the federal reserve's'
mischievous habit 'of Increasing
money without any corresponding
Increase In real wealth. Then
Inflation will end. The ecology of
the free market is greater than the
Intellectual elitism that threatens
to 'destroy it. VVho in a true
perspective could think himself or
herself able to control or even
Improve the synergistic totality of
the whole economy?
VVhenSenator ChurChand PresI-
dent Qlrter endorse ar.y sort of
obstruction of, the economlcecol-
ogy, they put themselves Into the
unenviable positions of. economic
. disturbances and I have no' doubt
that they will become victims of
some yet to be named equilibria-
ting force, probably the ballot box.
The question of the hour Is how to
minimize the ,upcoming' distur-
bance. If the General Public keeps
Its head, the process will. be
merely painful and uncomfortable.
If the General is tak£n In by all the
swell sounding sentiments of the
controllers' pleas,the process will
be prolonged and severe.
II
by Kay Doty
During the Summer of 1978 the schools. These programs are
Micro-wave Into-amnectlon was bought from companies, through-
built to form a terrestrial network out the United States and used for
between Idaho's three pUblic all grades from kindergarten to
Broadcasting Systems stations In seniors In high school. There are
Boise, Moscow and Pocatello. only a very few college level
Microwave sites, IJorming a closed prograrro available.
circuit system, allowing programs Mr.Haarsager said, "We are
to be exchanged between stations. also planning ilve broadcasts from
Dennis Haarsager, Idaho Direo- the Statehouse while the legisla-
tor of Public Television, explained 'ture Is In session. The exact format
.the system's operation; the Moo-' has not been formed yet, but In the
cow or Boise stations can both past we brOadcast a half-hour
trasmlt and receive programs from wrap-up everY evening. Olnsld-
the other' tWO stations, but the erationis also' being given 'to'
Pocatello station Is only equipped broadcasting'. live Important
to receive. He said "We are speeches."
seeking funding to purchase the ; As present there are only three
additional equipment so thePoca- PBSst;nlons'lnthe'State of Idaho,
tello station can fed programs to but there are booster stations In.
Boise and Moscow. . severaJ lOCations,thus giving cov- '
The first program was transmlt- !erage to areas 'that could not,
ted5epteinber 5, 1978 over the other wise be reached..
new system; and was aboiit the ,- Mr. Haarsageralsoexplalned the • .
RARE II Wilderness study. The satelJlt"recelvlng-antenna, that lsi - l1li - l1liR III ill - .- - • II1II- -- - III~:~~=;~~~~0~== E:~::I NEW PAITYC'OMMESlOJII All NEW_SSTAEAN'OKI.
ested people from allover th tem. This belongs to the National m ,~ ' ....' . It ' '~,., l1li II
estate to call In questions and PBS Network and transmits such II' II
comments. programs as MasterPiece Theater III Salad & Fries II /('"",WIC H IJj
The system's chief purpose Is to and Sesame Street. It was first put iii ~ 5 oz. Sirloin Steak II
send Instrucltonal programs to into service June 1, 1978. ~ til
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The Charles David Wright
poetry series presents
Wm. Stafford. Wed and Thurs
.. 8:00pm
t
-~rt.Jh~··C
W~;:~
~f
11. Nov. 1
~ Intergreek Council Home-
~ coming Mums S!lle: Nov. 1-3, 8
,
~U."< am - 10 pm at SUB Info booth.
FDCUltyLecture series: "CIon-
A Ing" by Dr. Wm. Koppler,
~ Dean of Arte and screnees, 8
"~ pm, Special Evonts Contor.'il Winners for King Board, Dlst-
,;) Ingulahod Faculty, Staff, or
,. Admlnstratlon Member, and
m Homocomlng Quoon to be an-"J nouncod at this locuro.
;{~ g:y'~':l'~~ Contett: at
tt ::~~::~~: 4-7 pm, In
~ Honors Program Meetlng:7-11
~f~pm In SUB Nez Perce Rm.
',,', Bolle Gallery of Art: poetry
i~ ~~' by Bill Stafford, 8 pm lit
'" Student AffaIrs Staff Meeting:
,i~ 9:30 _ 11:30 am In SUB Toton
, Am.Towers Staff Moetlng: 5-7! pm In SUB Toton Am.
•.·.',1', AFC Mooting: 7:30 - 9 pm Ir-
, SUB Toton Rm.
Alpha Eta RhoMeeting: 7 - 9:30
pm In SUB Caribou Am.
)'
I
I
I
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Boln Public Ubfary Saturday
Speclal: "My Exporloncea as a
Fighter Control In tho Air
Force," by Kovln Felts, 2 pm at
the Boise Public Library.
Alumni "Tall1lllte Party" 11
am at Southeast comer of
Stadium parking lot.
Nov. 3
Boise City Recreational Arb
Contor: Invitational Arts and
cratto festival. Also, Pro8chool
Crattsclass beglnS;caIl384-4128
for Info. '
Homecomlng .Dance: 8 pm at
the Rodeway. No admission;
must present ticket at door.
Tlckots will be available at sue
Info Booth ••
Planned Parenthood: will be
providing froo breast examlna-
tiona andtoachlng breast self-
exam on a walk In basis today,
1-5 pm. Call 345-0760 for Info.
Nov. 2
Jr. Panhellenlc MllOtlng: 3:30 -
5:30 prn, In SUB Senate Chain-
bers.
CempuI Crusade MOlItlng: 7 - 9
pm. In SUB Senate Chambers.
HomecomIng' Pep Rally: 5- 7
pm, In SUB Big 4 Am.
Poetry ROlIdlng: by' William
Stafford, 8 - 10 pm. In SUB
Bolsean Loungo.
Counselors Workahop: 8 am - 5
pm, In Nez Perce Am.
Sigma GommaEplI!on Mooting:
7 - 10 pm. In SUB Nez Perce
Am.
Judiciary Board: 3 - 5 pm In
Clearwater Am. .
Sign Language Club: 7 ·10 pm
In SUB Caribou Rm.
"GrIlIIt AmerlcanTalenlShow,"
7:30 In S;>eclal Evonts Conter.
BSU Col1S8fVlltlonlslll preaont
Dft'ikl Thompson: Stato Coordl·
nator of Trails, to speak on
Present and Future Wlldomess
end Y-C Trails In Idaho, 7:30
pm., Toton Am. In SUB. Every-
one Welcome.
U
Nov. 5
BolIO Public Library: Sunday
Movie, "Blue Skies," with Bing
Crosby & Fred Aatalre, 3:30.,
auditorium.
BSU Music l)ept. Orcllostrll
Concert: 8:15 at Spacial Events
Conter; Melvin Shelton, dtrec-:
tor.
Homecoming Dance,
Nov. 3, 8 pm, at the
Rodeway In
Nov. 8 1)·'
SId Film: by Warren Miller, 8 [
pm In SUB Ballroom. f:
Pop rUm: "Tho Man on the (i
Roof," (} pm In LA 108. ..
~e:nt~~~~1y o~o:ert:Ev~r~:1 .,.~I...· ·.,·.•
pm. ot 80180 Gallery of An., C'
Nov. 7
Concert: Jazz Band, "Matrix,"
8 pm In Spacial Events Conter:
Ski Film: hy Warron Miller, 8
pm. In SUB Ballroom.
80lse Chapter 01 tho National
. Organization lor Women: Nov-
ember business mooting, 7:30
pm In tho Caribou Rm. of tho
SUB.
'Nov.6 .
BQlll8City R_INItlon Arb C0rt'
TER: Drawlonl, Weaving, Bas-
ketry, Macramo, Ceramics I
classes begin. Call 384-4128 for
Info. .
KTVB ctiannol 7 - NBC Men-
dayNlghtallheMovlils: "Rain-
bow" Andrea McCardle stars as
tho young Judy Garland, 8 pm.
Nov. 4
YWCAz Caroor DireCtion Work-
shop, 9 am • 4 pm, registration
thru Nov 3. Call 343-3888 for '
Info.
H_lng Garno: BSU vs U
of I, 1:30 pm at Bronco Stadium.
Alpha Chi Omuoa: Pancake
Food & Faculty-Alumni Break-
fast, 7:30 am - 11 am., SUB
Snack Bar.
Rodl Climbing Trip: to Finger of
Fate In thO ·:;oW/ooths. Call ·,i.'
385-1455 for Info ••~~~~[L~SS~FJE~~
, Private PartY Classified 'Ads/ 4 cents Per Word/ 12 Noon Monday Deadline.
ARBITER Office, Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor SUB . For More ~!nfo'385~1464, .
DE-CLI\SSlfIED COnTEST no. 10----CHILDCARE-~- MISCELLANEOUS·-----,.,-LONELY HEARTS
IMPROVEt YOUR GRADESI
send $1.00 for your 256-pagej
mall order catalog ofCoUeglate,
!Rsseardl. 10,250 topic listed.
Prompt Delivery. Box 25907-8,
Los Angeles, ~If. 90025. (213)
4n-822i8 '
To tho Myutereul b111Cllcot
from Forolgn Languages:
Evon though you promised to
read mo Pravda I'd rather hoar
tho, rest of your paragraPh
contllC1 Stovon at the Arbiter.
Slgnild Chiquita
CIlmput DayC8re has day or
ovonlngoponlngs. Call 342-
8249/376-1425. , Uncia ArbIlI Wllntl youl Namo
At
tho REAL names of the Marxi Brothers-none of this Groucho,
Chico, Harpo, Zeppo,orGummo
Biz-and win two (2) free t1ckots
• to tho. Great American Talont
" . Show plus ono (1) free Inch 01
,,~ . great ArbIter classified adver-
;~ • """ ~~"Y ~"' ,.ort "'it, . r',h Peggy. tho Al'bItar'.glftod
, . .1'1Ii":" secretary, beforo 5:00 pmI" ~' ThurOOay. We have .ton (10)
!ni~:* t1ckots ·to give away so there.
GRE/IT will be five (5) winners. A
, AME=FI. grer-reat opportunity for gN-
I,.IC.A'~ rcatAmerlcans.TAL·ENTSHeW, AT'~1 . Juu
DE-CLASSIFIED CONTEST
WINNER, Taro Borgoaon,
roachod the apex of the season, .
w1nnlng-llS he did-two free
tlckotsto tho Jim Oonlnl Moun-
tain Locture, and one free Inch
of ArtllIeI' Ctaaaifled Advw·
t1slng.,
LOST&. FOUND f-.---'--ZANIES·'-- --I
1 Pl\lr IIldla oyog!auol' Brown
frame, Plzlo shapo (old 81ylo).
Lost In 1he· Uberal Arts Bid.
Call 375-0057.
Ill\SWOra to stump trfvla rat
by Mark C. Brough
1. P.J.'s -
2. Rough Alders, 1958
3. "Any Wadnesday", (W.B.
19661 .
4. . A)5hortstop, B) Pitcher
C) Left Wing, D) Halfback,
E) Forward, F) L1nobacker,
G)Catcher, HI. Goalie, I) Safely
5. "Candy Girl"
6. Auth McDlvlll'
7. They all .playod oriental
detectives. Lorrewas Mr. Moto;
Oland was Charlie Chan; and
, Karloff was Mr. Wong.
. 8. John "Peppor" Martin. Ho
collllC1od12 hili, scorod 6 runs,
810le four bases, hit one home
run, and made a sparkling one'
handed catch for the last out In
the &Wenth gamo, '
9. Nassau .-
10. Atlantic City ,
STATE BARBER COLLEGE
Short on Money? Lung on Hair?
Save Money by Getting You~ Hair
Cut at State.Barber College. With
Bueget Price for Guys & Girls.
Appt. Available., 2210 Malo St.,
Bolso, 342-9729
rOUND: A set of 9 keya;
Brokon key ring. Found In the
parking lot In front of the
administration building. Call
343-7247. Ask for Mike.
I----FORSALE~' ---'--1 ADDRESSERS WANTED
IMMED/~TELYJ Work at home
.- no experience necessary -
excellent pay. Write: AmeriCan
ServIce, 8350.Park lane, Suite
127, Dallas,. TX75231
SADDLE. AlSO.C.B. for safe.
Make best· offer. Coli before
8:30 am or after 7 pm; 466-6875
Bundy Flute. Good Condition.
$100.00. Call ~-()413.
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